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INTRODUCTION

Responding to Racism is Volume 467 in the ‘Issues in Society’ series of educational resource books. 
The aim of this series is to offer current, diverse information about important issues in our world, 
from an Australian perspective.

KEY ISSUES IN THIS TOPIC
The global spread of the Black Lives Matter movement has exposed the profound and wide-reaching impacts 
of racial injustice. Racism happens in many forms and contexts, ranging from casual to systemic racism, racial 
vilification and physical violence.

This book looks at how the social cohesion of a culturally diverse nation like Australia is challenged by the complex 
and incendiary issue of racial discrimination. Topics explored include casual racism, hate speech, cyber racism, 
Islamophobia, anti-semitism, white supremacist extremism, abuse of Asian people during the coronavirus 
pandemic, the influence of the BLM protest movement, and the longstanding racial justice calls by 
Australia’s First Nations peoples.

Strategies are also offered on how to deal with racial discrimination through promoting greater awareness of legal 
rights and protections, as well as explaining how we as a community can manage and eliminate racism in public, 
at school, in sport, and online. Learn to recognise racism and respond with equality and respect for people of 
every race, colour and creed.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Titles in the ‘Issues in Society’ series are individual resource books which provide an overview on a specific subject 
comprised of facts and opinions.

The information in this resource book is not from any single author, publication or organisation. The unique value 
of the ‘Issues in Society’ series lies in its diversity of content and perspectives.

The content comes from a wide variety of sources and includes:

 h Newspaper reports and opinion pieces
 h Website fact sheets
 h Magazine and journal articles

 h Statistics and surveys
 h Government reports
 h Literature from special interest groups

CRITICAL EVALUATION
As the information reproduced in this book is from a number of different sources, readers should always be aware 
of the origin of the text and whether or not the source is likely to be expressing a particular bias or agenda.

It is hoped that, as you read about the many aspects of the issues explored in this book, you will critically evaluate 
the information presented. In some cases, it is important that you decide whether you are being presented with 
facts or opinions. Does the writer give a biased or an unbiased report? If an opinion is being expressed, do you 
agree with the writer?

EXPLORING ISSUES
The ‘Exploring issues’ section at the back of this book features a range of ready-to-use worksheets relating to 
the articles and issues raised in this book. The activities and exercises in these worksheets are suitable for use by 
students at middle secondary school level and beyond.

FURTHER RESEARCH
This title offers a useful starting point for those who need convenient access to information about the issues 
involved. However, it is only a starting point. The ‘Web links’ section at the back of this book contains a list of 
useful websites which you can access for more reading on the topic. 
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CHAPTER 1

Recognising racism

Chapter 1 Recognising racism

CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN AUSTRALIA
A DATA SUMMARY FROM THE 2016 CENSUS, REPRODUCED 
COURTESY OF THE AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS

What is cultural diversity?

Cultural diversity relates to a person’s country of 
birth, their ancestry, the country of birth of their 
parents, what languages they speak, whether 

they are of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent, 
and their religious affiliation. The Census collects 
information on many characteristics that highlight 
the rich cultural diversity of Australian society.

Country of birth
The 2016 Census shows that two thirds (67%) of the 
Australian population were born in Australia. Of the 
6,163,667 overseas-born persons, nearly one in five 
(18%) had arrived since the start of 2012. While England 
and New Zealand were still the next most common 
countries of birth after Australia, the proportion of 
those born overseas who were born in China and India 
has increased since 2011 (from 6.0% to 8.3%, and 5.6% 

to 7.4% respectively).
The Philippines has swapped places with Italy in 

the top 10 list, moving from number 8 to number 
6. Malaysia now appears in the top 10 countries of 
birth (replacing Scotland) and represents 0.6% of the 
Australian population.

Ancestry
Ancestry is an indication of the cultural group that a 
person most closely identifies with. Over 300 ancestries 
were separately identified in the 2016 Census. The 
most commonly reported ancestries were English (36%) 
and Australian (34%). A further six of the leading ten 
ancestries reflected a European heritage. The two 
remaining ancestries in the top 10 were Chinese 
(5.6%) and Indian (4.6%).

Languages
In 2016, there were over 300 separately identified 
languages spoken in Australian homes. More than 
one-fifth (21%) of Australians spoke a language other 
than English at home.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population has 
increased since 2011 from 2.5% to 2.8% of the Australian 
population. Further information on the Aboriginal and 

English

Irish

33.5%36.1%

11.0% 9.3%

5.6%

AustralianEnglish

Irish Scottish

Chinese

Top five reported ancestries as a 
proportion of all reported ancestries, 2016

Source: ABS Census of 
Population and Housing, 2016.

Top Five 2011 2016

Country %

1 Australia 69.8  66.7

2 England 4.2 3.9

3 New Zealand 2.2 2.2

4 China 1.5 2.2

5 India 1.4 1.9

3

1

2

5

4

Top five countries of birth as a 
proportion of the total population

Source: ABS Census of Population and Housing, 2011 and 2016.
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Torres Strait Islander population is available in the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Population data 
summary.

Religion
In 2016, Christianity was the main religion reported 
in Australia (52%). While the Islamic population made 
up only 2.6% of the total population, it was the second 
largest religion reported in the 2016 Census after 
Christianity. Islam was closely followed by Buddhism 
(2.4%). The ‘No Religion’ count increased to almost a 
third of the Australian population between 2011 and 
2016 (22% to 30%).

The generations of Australians
In 2016, nearly half (49%) of Australians had either 
been born overseas (first generation Australian) or one 
or both parents had been born overseas (second gen- 
eration Australian).

Where migrants live
For Australia’s overseas-born population, New South 
Wales was still the most popular state or territory to 
live in 2016 (2,072,454 people or 34% of the overseas-
born population). In 2016, 83% of the overseas-born 
population lived in a capital city compared with 61% 
of people born in Australia. Sydney had the largest 
overseas-born population.

© Commonwealth of Australia.

Australian Bureau of Statistics (28 June 2017). 2071.0 Census 
of Population and Housing: Reflecting Australia – Stories from the 

Census, 2016. Retrieved from www.abs.gov.au on 11 November 2020.

Top five languages spoken at home as a 
proportion of all languages spoken, 2016

72.7 2.5

1.2

1.2

1.4

%

%

%

%

%

English only Mandarin

Cantonese

Arabic

Vietnamese

Source: ABS Census of 
Population and Housing, 2016.

649,171
2.8% of the

Australian population

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander population, 2016

Source: ABS Census of 
Population and Housing, 2016.

First, second and third or more 
generation Australians, 2016

28.4 %

First 
generation

Second 
generation

20.9%

Third-plus 
generation

50.7%

Source: ABS Census of 
Population and Housing, 2016.

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
Population 

(‘000)
Population 

(%)

Christian 12,201.6 52.1

Islam 604.2 2.6

Buddhism 563.7 2.4

Hinduism 440.3 1.9

Sikhism 125.9 0.5

Judaism 91.0 0.4

Other 95.7 0.4

Total 1,920.8 8.2

No religiona 7,040.7 30.1

Australiab 23,401.9 100.0

Religious affiliations reported 
by the Australian population, 2016

a  No religion includes secular and other spiritual beliefs.
b As religion was an optional question, the total for Australia will 

not equal the sum of the items above it.
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Source: ABS Census of 
Population and Housing, 2016.

WA

NT

QLD

NSW

ACT

VIC

TAS

797,695
12.9%

45,403
0.7%

1,015,875
16.5%

2,072,454
33.6%

105,161
1.7%

1,680,256
27.3%

61,240
1.0%

SA
384,097

6.2%

Overseas-born population residing 
in each state and territory 2016a

a Usual residence Census counts. 
Excludes overseas visitors.

Source: ABS Census of 
Population and Housing, 2016.
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WHY RACISM IS SO HARD TO DEFINE 
AND EVEN HARDER TO UNDERSTAND
THESE DAYS, WHAT CAN AND CANNOT BE DEFINED AS RACISM HAS 
BECOME A MATTER FOR DEBATE, OBSERVES ALANA LENTIN

Today, what can be defined as racism and what 
cannot has become a matter for debate. Every 
racist caught in the act, whether it be wrongly 

accusing a black child of sexual assault or running over 
and killing a mosque-goer, claims not to be racist.

Eric Kaufmann, a prominent professor at a London 
university, has claimed that “racial self-interest is not 
racism”. He is joined by others who see talking about 
race as “unhelpful”, be that from a left-wing perspect- 
ive that privileges class, or from a conservative one 
that ridicules “identity politics”.

Black people, Indigenous people, people of colour, 
Muslims and Jews regularly report being lectured to 
on racism – and what constitutes racism – by people 
who have never experienced it.

HOW DID WE GET HERE?
As Cheryl Harris explained in her landmark 1993 article, 
‘Whiteness as Property’, white people in settler colonial 
countries such as the US and Australia have benefited 
directly from being white. This has endowed them with 
the birthright of neither being owned (as in the case 
of enslaved people) nor “in the way” (as in the case of 
Indigenous peoples whose lands were coveted).

Many denials of racism come from feelings of dis-
comfort over this fact, a state referred to as “white 
fragility”. When attention is drawn to white people’s 
racial privilege, or the assumptions and structures that 
prop up racist beliefs are challenged, white people 
tend to respond with anger and a refusal to engage in 
the discussion.

LeRon Barton has written that viral videos of police 
shootings of black people are the “new lynching 
postcard” – a reference to postcards that were sent 
depicting lynching scenes – and that white people 
in the US choose not to know the depth of America’s 
problem of institutionalised racist violence.

Likewise, many Australians are only now becoming 
aware of the plight of detainees in Australia’s offshore 
detention camps, after more than five years.

Not seeing racism is integral to what the philos-
opher Charles Mills has called “white ignorance.” This 
is not real ignorance, but a wilful one that allows those 
unaffected by racism to maintain their “innocence” 
and ultimately protects their privilege, as the acad- 
emic Gloria Wekker has powerfully argued.

This refusal to acknowledge or engage in discussions 
about racism creates a dangerous situation of racial 
illiteracy. Not only does it mean that racialised people 
are expected to bear the belittling of their experi- 
ences, but ultimately that we are all worse off in the 
face of open white supremacy in Australia and across 

the Global North.
Neither our schooling nor our media equip us to 

understand what race and racism are. We have only 
been told that racism is wrong. And when people feel 
accused of wrongdoing, they go into denial mode.

But this is unproductive. We need to move away 
from a moral understanding of racism, which sees it as 
a problem of “bad” individuals, and towards a systemic 
one, which grounds our understanding in the history 
of European colonialism. And to do that, we need to 
examine what race is.

Or rather, what race does.

Black people, Indigenous people, people of 
colour, Muslims and Jews regularly report 
being lectured to on racism – and what 
constitutes racism – by people who 
have never experienced it.

SO WHAT DOES RACE DO?
As the late academic Jose Munoz argues, because it 
is impossible to adequately theorise race as any one 
thing, we are better served by looking at what race 
does. What functions does race perform? How does 
it continue to reproduce the idea of a natural social 
hierarchy?

The main problem we face in understanding race 
is the fixation on the biological. In fact, as Stuart Hall 
explains, race – a modern phenomenon that devel- 
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oped within the context of European colonial domin-
ation – unfurls in three stages: the religious, the 
cultural and the biological.

Ideas of inherent racial difference between human 
beings took shape during the Spanish inquisition 
when the notion of limpieza de sangre (purity of blood) 
was used to justify the mass expulsion or forced con- 
version of Jews and Muslims to Catholicism. This 
idea then influenced Spanish invaders’ attitudes to 
the Indigenous peoples of the Americas, whose very 
humanity they questioned on the basis of their diff- 
erent spiritual beliefs.

We need to move away from a moral 
understanding of racism, which sees it as a 
problem of “bad” individuals, and towards a 
systemic one, which grounds our understanding 
in the history of European colonialism. And to 
do that, we need to examine what race is. Or 
rather, what race does.

It was mainly religious men such as Sepulveda and 
De Las Casas who were concerned with the question of 
Indigenous peoples’ humanity. However, race became 
tethered to culture in the context of European anti-sem-
itism in the 19th and 20th centuries and the “civilising 
mission” enacted by colonisers to bring “progress” to 
Indigenous peoples in Africa, the Americas and Asia.

The biological understanding of race, or the idea 
that, as Hall puts it, a people’s intellectual abilities, 
character or temperament is linked to their “genetic 
code”, came last.

The inference of race in human biology solidified the 
taxonomical systems devised and used by European 
anthropologists since the early 18th century. If race was 
indeed written into the body, the organisation of the 
world’s people, which previously had used geography as 
its primary means of hierarchical demarcation, could 
no longer be denied.

This idea enabled such policies as the forced assim-
ilation of Aboriginal peoples through “breeding” and 
sterilisation – practices that, as Dorothy Roberts notes, 
are still used in the US against poor black, Latina and 
First Nations women. In contemporary times, the focus 
has turned to debunking the idea of race as a biological 
category. However, this narrow focus has led us to 
ignore the myriad other ways race takes effect.

It is important to note that biological ideas of race 
continue to frame the work of many geneticists and 
medical practitioners, and that assumptions of links 
between intelligence and race have not faded away 
and have an impact on policy-making. However, we do 
not need to believe in biological differences between 
human groups for race to still have an impact.

Indeed, the notion that race is purely about biology 
is at the core of the strident claim that Islamophobia 
cannot be racism because, as it is said, “Islam is not a race”.

At the same time, commentators such as the British 

journalist David Aaronovitch, have claimed that anti- 
semitism is racism because Jews can be qualified as a racial 
group. This demonstrates the confusion and ideolog- 
ical grandstanding at play when discussing race.

In fact, though distinct, anti-semitism and Islamo-
phobia take very similar forms. Each is based on 
associating all members of the religion and often the 
religion itself with negative assumptions about the 
degree of control they have in society. Clearly, then, 
both are forms of racism.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR RACISM?
Race is not singular. Rather, it weaves together ideas 
from biology, culture, nationalism and religion to make 
inferences about whole populations. It is first and fore- 
most a technique for the management of human diff-
erence that has been used by states, governments and 
institutions, such as the police, education, healthcare and 
welfare, to organise and demarcate between people.

Race can be in play even when it is disavowed 
because, over the course of modernity, it came to 
structure the relationship between Europeanness and 
non-Europeanness, which is often, but not always, 
equatable to whiteness and non-whiteness.

Racism cannot be “anti-white” because it is does not 
describe feelings of animosity or hostility; it is not a 
synonym for prejudice. Ideas of race gave rise to racist 
ideologies, such as the idea that Europe is the pinnacle 
of progress and civilisation. This legitimated the inv- 
asion and domination of the majority of the world’s 
peoples, the enslavement of Africans, the theft of land, 
the assimilation and appropriation of Indigenous cul- 
tures and the erasure of local knowledges.

Racism is systemic. While it manifests in individual 
attitudes and behaviours, it is not produced by them. 
That is the primary reason it is so difficult to eradicate. 
The other is its ability to constantly adapt to changing 
circumstances.

For example, the removal of Aboriginal children from 
their families at unprecedented rates today does not 
require the openly racist language of blood quantum 
and improvement. Nevertheless, both the motivations 
for their removal – a systemic belief in the inherent 
inferiority of Aboriginal family structures – and the 
effects on children and families are the same.

Race is mobile and ever-changing. But ultimately, 
it serves to maintain white supremacy, at both a local 
and global level.

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Alana Lentin is affiliated with the Australian Critical 
Race and Whiteness Studies Association.

Alana Lentin is Associate Professor in Cultural and 
Social Analysis, Western Sydney University.

Lentin, A (28 November 2018). Why racism is so hard 
to define and even harder to understand. Retrieved from 

http://theconversation.com on 4 November 2020.
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LEARN ABOUT RACISM
Racism takes many forms and can 
happen in many places, according to the 
Australian Human Rights Commission’s 
Racism. It Stops With Me campaign

What is racism?

Racism takes many forms and can happen in 
many places. It means treating someone poorly 
because of their skin colour, ethnicity or where 

they come from. This could be harassment, abuse or 
humiliation – but it may not always involve violent 
or intimidating behaviour. Name-calling and hurtful 
jokes can be a form of racism, and so can excluding 
people from groups or activities.

Racism can take place in many situations. It can 
happen in a public space, like on the sports field or at 
work. It could also be online, or something you see in 
the media.

Racism can be revealed through people’s attitudes, 
as well as their words or actions. It can also be reflected 
in systems and institutions. But sometimes it may not 
be visible at all. Not all racism is obvious. For example, 
someone may look through a list of job applicants and 
decide not to interview those with certain surnames.

Racism includes all the barriers that prevent people 
from enjoying dignity and equality because of their 
race.

Where does racism happen?
Racism can happen just about anywhere. It is most 
frequently experienced in public places such as a 
person’s neighbourhood, at the shops, or in the work-
place. It is also commonly experienced on public 
transport, at sporting events or in schools1.

Expressions of racism can also be found in media. 
This happens when, for example, racial groups are 
represented in an unfair or negative light in news 
reports commentary, or in entertainment programs. 
Many people regard the lack of cultural diversity in 
media organisations and on television, radio and in 
film as another form of racism.

In recent years, racism has become a particular 
problem online. This includes offensive comments 
on social media, and inflammatory memes or hateful 
videos shared online. Cyber-racism has contributed to 
the growth of racist attitudes2, and people spreading 
racist messages often do so on the internet with the 
benefit of anonymity.

Who experiences racism?
Many people experience racist behaviour. Surveys 
by the Challenging Racism Project and Scanlon 
Foundation show that approximately 20 per cent of 
Australians experience racism, and about 5 per cent 
have been physically attacked because of their race3.

Some groups experience racism more than others. 
Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander Australians 

report higher levels of racism. So do migrants and 
refugees. Those who have recently arrived in Australia, 
or who come from non-English speaking back- 
grounds, report particularly high levels of racism4.

Media reports and commentary that use negative 
stereotypes about refugees and migrants can fuel pre- 
judice against these groups in the wider community. 
These attitudes can make it difficult for new arrivals to 
find housing and jobs, and to feel connected to their 
communities5.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and 
those from culturally diverse backgrounds, may also 
have to deal with systemic forms of discrimination. 
For many Indigenous people, systemic racism is bound 
up in historical disadvantage and mistreatment. 
Practices like removing Indigenous children from 
their families have caused huge amounts of hurt and 
pain for individuals, families and communities. This 
shows up in many different ways, such as poor health, 
high rates of mental illness and family breakdown.

Unconscious bias
Unconscious bias is an attitude towards a person, or 
a group of people, which we may not be even aware 
of. It can be a favourable attitude, where we form 
positive impressions based on someone’s skin colour, 
surname or where they come from. Or it can be un- 
favourable, with negative impressions.

Unconscious bias is sometimes called a hidden bias 
because it’s hard to detect, even in ourselves, but most 
people do hold some bias of one kind or another.

Researchers at Harvard University developed a 
method to help detect unconscious bias. It’s called the 
Implicit Association Test, and it’s available for anyone 
to take online.

Unconscious bias can lead to unfair outcomes for 
some people if it’s not addressed, particularly when it 
appears in organisations like schools, sports teams or 
workplaces.
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It can mean some people get preferential treatment 
compared to others. That’s why it’s important for 
organisations to have strategies in place that can 
address unconscious bias.

Everyday racism
Everyday racism reinforces negative stereotypes or 
prejudices about people based on their race, colour 
or ethnicity. It’s often expressed through off-hand 
jokes or comments. For example, if someone makes a 
joke that pokes fun at a particular race, or makes an 
assumption about a person – for instance, that they 
must like a certain type of food because of their race.

Everyday racism does not always target a specific 
person. It’s often not even intended to cause any 
offence or harm. But the lack of intent doesn’t excuse 
it, because racism is about the impact it has on the 
people affected.

Everyday racism can have serious impacts on 
people, including anxiety, depression, and low self- 
esteem. It can even have physical impacts, like 
high blood pressure. It can fuel further prejudice 
and discrimination, and it can lead others to form 
unfavourable impressions of those who make offen-
sive jokes or comments.

This doesn’t mean that you can’t make jokes – 
having a sense of humour is important! But we are 
all accountable for the things we say or do, and this 
means we must exercise judgment, show empathy, 
and think first about the impact our words may have.

Systemic racism
Systemic racism is when the policies and practices 
of institutions result in unfair treatment of some 

groups compared to others. Like everyday racism, 
systemic racism does not necessarily target a par- 
ticular person.

With systemic racism, systems of education, gov-
ernment and the media celebrate and reward some 
cultures over others. It appears in two main ways:
	• Institutional racism: 

This is when racism is established as a normal 
behaviour within an organisation or society. It 
often results in discrimination by people who are 
doing jobs that others have given to them. For 
example, police are sometimes criticised for racial 
profiling, and police agencies now make efforts to 
eliminate institutional racism. 

	• Structural racism: 
This refers to inequalities found in societies that 
tend to exclude some groups of people. For example, 
when certain groups are under-represented in fields 
like the media, the legal profession, or politics, it can 
lead to inequalities in other areas too.

When applying for a job, names can influence em- 
ployment opportunities. A 2011 report on a university 
field experiment found that job candidates were 
more likely to get an interview when they anglicised 
their names.

Systemic racism also shows itself in who is dis- 
proportionately impacted by our justice system. In 
Australia, Indigenous people make up 2% of the total 
population, but 28% of the adult prison population. 
This is largely a result of racial inequalities that include 
socio-economic disadvantage and police practices, 
among other factors.6

Privilege
Privilege is defined as a special right, advantage, or 
protection, which is only available to some people, or 
groups of people.

In the context of race relations, Peggy McIntosh’s 
groundbreaking 1988 essay ‘White Privilege: Unpacking 
the Invisible Knapsack’ identified privilege as an 
invisible force that needs to be acknowledged. It 
recognised that having privilege does not mean you 
have had an easy life. Nor does it mean you haven’t 
had to work hard for your achievements: it just means 
your skin colour or ethnic background was not one of 
the barriers you had to overcome.

Specific examples of how privilege plays out in our 
society include:
	• Turning on the television and seeing people of 

your race widely represented.
	• Moving through life without being racially 

profiled or unfairly stereotyped.
	• Walking into a store and finding that the main 

displays of shampoo and band aids cater to your 
hair type and skin tone.

	• Not needing to prove you are part of the 
organisational culture of your workplace.
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There are many forms of privilege including race, 
sex, ability, and socioeconomic status. Acknowledg- 
ing privilege is about recognising that the systems 
and institutions of our society are designed from the 
perspectives of those from certain groups, and not 
others.

Why are people racist?
People aren’t born with racist ideas or opinions. 
Racism is learned. Racist attitudes are sometimes 
related to fear and anxiety. Some people worry that 
other groups pose a threat, whether to community 
safety or national identity.

Racism can also relate to people feeling like they 
need to belong or identify with their own group. 
People sometimes express racism as a way of diff-
erentiating or excluding others.

Ignorance can also play a part in feeding people’s 
attitudes about race. Often, as people learn more 
about other racial or cultural groups, their ideas begin 
to change. Racism isn’t always malicious. Sometimes 
the harm of racism can be done innocently, because 
a person does not realise the impact their words or 
actions may have.

There are still a small minority of people who 
believe that some races are superior to others. Most 
people in Australia today accept the diversity of our 
society, but some believe racial groups should not 
mix. A belief in racial superiority or purity can lead 
to racial hatred.

What does the law say?
The Racial Discrimination Act 1975 makes racial dis- 
crimination and racial hatred unlawful in public 
places. It protects everyone in Australia from disc- 
rimination based on race and guarantees that every-
one enjoys equality before the law, regardless of their 
racial background.

Areas where racial discrimination is specifically un- 
lawful include:
	• Access to places and facilities;
	• Land, housing and accommodation;
	• The provision of goods and services;
	• Joining a trade union;
	• Employment; and
	• Advertisements.

The Racial Discrimination Act also makes it unlawful 
to do an act that is reasonably likely to offend, insult, 
humiliate or intimidate a person or group because of 
their race.

Examples of racial hatred include:
	• Racially offensive material on the internet;
	• Racially offensive comments or images in a newspaper;
	• Racially offensive comments in a public place; and
	• Racially offensive speeches at a public rally.

The Racial Discrimination Act does, however, protect 
freedom of expression that relates to public discussion, 

artistic work, fair comment and reporting – provided it 
is done reasonably and in good faith.
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Racism. It Stops With Me is a national campaign that provides 
tools and resources to help people and organisations learn 
about racism and stand against it by acting for positive change. 
The Australian Human Rights Commission has developed the 
Racism. It Stops With Me campaign in partnership with a 
number of other organisations.

© Australian Human Rights Commission.

Australian Human Rights Commission. Learn About Racism. 
Retrieved from http://itstopswithme.humanrights.gov.au 

on 4 November 2020.

People aren’t born with racist ideas or 
opinions. Racism is learned.
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RECOGNISING CASUAL RACISM
10 SIGNS OF CASUAL RACISM

W
hile everyone is quick to recognise overt racism 
when we see it – we share it on social media 
and read about it in the news – many of us 

overlook a subtle form of racism that’s often disguised 
as a joke, stereotype or subconscious decision we make. 
Here are 10 signs you might have inadvertently done 
something ‘casually’ racist, from All Together Now:

1. You start a sentence with “I’m not racist but ...”
Prefacing a potentially racist statement with “I’m not racist 
but” doesn’t make it less offensive. So next time you feel 
the need to start a sentence this way, remember: it’s unlikely 
anything good will follow those four words ...

2. “I’m not a racist. I have black friends.”
Having friends from an ethnic minority background does not 
give you permission to make racist comments. What might 
be acceptable to your close friends, may be offensive to 
someone outside of your trusted circle.

3. “You speak so well for an Asian.”
While you genuinely think you’re giving someone a 
compliment, what you’re also saying is that Asian people (or 
other ethnicities) have an inferior grasp of English. And even 
as Australia continues to welcome new migrants into our 
society, the fact is many people of Asian backgrounds are 
Australians who were born or raised here.

4. “Yes but where are you really from.”
This innocent question stems out of curiosity, but also implies 
that people who don’t have white skin or an Australian accent 
can’t call Australia home or couldn’t possibly have grown up 
here. As a multicultural society, it’s important to respect every 
resident’s right to call Australia home. We suggest asking the less 
derisive question: What’s your cultural heritage or background?

5. You get nervous around Muslims 
or Hindus on airplanes.
Racial profiling happens every day and it’s not just by law 
enforcement officers or airport security staff; many regular 
Australians also hold prejudices towards people of certain cultural 
or religious identities. What you may call a ‘harmless stereotype’ 
often impacts the daily lives of entire groups of people.

6. You cross the road to avoid people 
of a certain race.
See number 5.

7. You don’t see colour, just the human race.
While it may come from a well-intended place, this form of 
‘colourblind racism’ dismisses society’s history of racism, 
system of white privilege, and the everyday experiences that 
people still face because of racism. Even if you can ignore 
skin colour, society does not.

8. You are more offended by “reverse racism”.
Some white people get upset by what they call “reverse 
racism”. They believe white people are adversely affected 
by policies designed to help minority groups in society. If 
reverse racism gets you upset and defensive, this educational 
video – www.youtube.com/watch?v=dw_mRaIHb-M 
– might help reverse the situation ...

9. When someone’s offended, you 
tell them to “take a joke”.
With Australia’s laidback culture, it’s easy to dismiss those 
offended as uptight people who ‘can’t take a joke’. Instead, try 
to see it from their point of view or learn about their experiences. 
Remember: we don’t have the right to choose who gets offended 
by our jokes. Impact is more important than intent.

10. Avoiding somebody because of 
their race, nationality or ethnicity.
This is the subtlest form of casual racism but it can be as 
hurtful as calling people racist names. Avoiding somebody 
can make them feel as if they don’t belong in Australia.

What exactly is casual racism?
Casual racism is racially-insensitive behaviour that often 
goes unnoticed in everyday interactions. It’s often hard 
to spot, because casual racism is so commonplace and 
normalised that it sometimes forms part of our daily lives.

Casual racism can include jokes or statements that 
highlight (in a negative way) cultural differences such 
as physical appearance, cultural practices or accents. 
It can also be expressed through beliefs, prejudices or 
behaviours that we sometimes don’t realise we exhibit. 
To learn more, read Explainer: what is casual racism – a 
piece written by our academic partners Jacqueline Nelson 
from the University of Western Sydney and Jessica Walton 
from Deakin University: https://theconversation.com/
explainer-what-is-casual-racism-30464

One simple way to see if you have subconscious biases is 
by taking Harvard’s Race IAT Test: https://implicit.harvard.
edu/implicit/takeatest.html

How it affects people
Casual racism is more than a ‘harmless joke’ or comment. 
It often leads to subconscious discrimination, marginalises 
those who stand up and ultimately helps real racists in 
our community validate their views. By normalising racial 
stereotypes in society, we also help to perpetuate the next 
generation of schoolyard and office bullies.

How can you help?
Empathise – Whatever your race, showing empathy is a 
good place to start. This means listening to people affected 
by racism, hearing about their everyday struggles, and 
understanding the effects of privilege.

Speak up – Discover ways you can safely speak 
up against racism.

Keep the conversation going – One of the best ways 
to make casual racism more visible is to talk openly about 
it. We encourage you to share your experiences at work, 
in social situations and on social media. By speaking up 
together, we can work towards making casual racism 
unacceptable in our everyday lives. What do you think? 
Share your thoughts on our Facebook page: 
www.facebook.com/alltogethernow.org.au

All Together Now imagines and delivers innovative and 
evidence-based projects that promote racial equity.

All Together Now (17 September 2014). 10 signs of casual racism.  
Retrieved from http://alltogethernow.org.au on 2 February 2021.
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THE RHETORIC OF HATE SPEECH
Racism. No Way! explains the various 
ways in which hate speech is used to 
racially abuse people

How we relate to each other and how we repre-
sent, label and portray others is important. The 
use of ‘othering’ language reinforces divisions 

and acrimony between groups by asserting irreconcil-
able differences between in-groups and out-groups. 
In contrast, language that emphasises our common 
humanity and interests reinforces social cohesion and 
a sense of shared concerns and universal rights.

Some of the main forms of hate speech are vilifi-
cation, dehumanisation, demonisation, incitement, toxic 
misinformation, stereotyping and genocide denial. Hate 
speech can be expressed in explicitly inflammatory 
and violent terms using words such as kill or hate but 
also may be free of explicitly hateful words while still 
functioning to distance or isolate others.

It is important to remember that target groups may 
be on the receiving end of hate speech every day. This 
video (www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xl3L9urro8&fe
ature=youtu.be) produced by the Stop Funding Hate 
campaign examines how it feels to be the target of 
relentless hate speech.

RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS VILIFICATION
Vilification is behaviour or speech acts that incite 
hatred, serious contempt or severe ridicule of a person 
or group of people because of their race or religion. 
Vilification is against the law.

Behaviour that could be seen as vilification includes:
	• Speaking about a person’s race or religion in a way 

that could make other people hate or ridicule them.
	• Publishing claims that a racial or religious group is 

involved in serious crimes without any proof.
	• Repeated and serious spoken or physical abuse 

about the race or religion of another person.
	• Encouraging violence against people who belong to a 

particular race or religion, or damaging their property.
	• Encouraging people to hate a racial or religious 

group using flyers, stickers, posters, a speech or 
publication, or using websites or email.

It is also against the law to give permission or 
help someone to vilify others. Racial vilification law in 
Australia (https://humanrights.gov.au/our-work/racial-
vilification-law-australia) outlines how racial hatred is 
defined under the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 and 
provides an overview of the complaints process of the 
Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC). It also 
briefly outlines relevant state and territory provisions 
on racial vilification, including criminal sanctions.

DEHUMANISATION
Any act or idea that treats some people as less than 
human is an act of dehumanisation. Dehumanising 

What is hate speech?
According to Racism. No Way! hate speech is an act that expresses 
or incites hatred toward people on the basis of some aspect of 
their identity. Hate speech is speech, writing, behaviour, text or 
commentary, that attacks or uses pejorative or discriminatory 
language towards a person or a group on the basis of identity. 
It can be based on their religion, ethnicity, nationality, culture, 
colour, descent, class, sexuality, gender or other identity factors.

T
he effects of hate speech can be devastating to targeted individuals 
or groups and also impact society as a whole. Hate speech is not 
an isolated phenomenon or limited to extreme groups. When hate 

speech enters into everyday discourse and is normalised, democratic 
values, peace and social cohesion are jeopardised.

Around the world, we are seeing an increasing prevalence of 
xenophobia, racism, intolerance, scapegoating and anti-immigrant 
rhetoric. Public discourse is full of hateful and fear-driven rhetoric that 
isolates, vilifies and devalues the most vulnerable in our society.

Hate speech is directly implicated in hate crime and has been shown 
to lead to and escalate racially motivated violence.

Historically, hate speech has fuelled violent conflicts, civil wars, 
violent extremism and even genocide.

Hate speech poses an important human rights problem and is 
prohibited by international law.

We can all act to prevent hate speech and foster environments where 
everyone feels valued and safe. Awareness of the prevalence and 
impacts of hate speech and the forms it takes is an important 
part of this process.

© Australian Government, NSW Department 
of Education 2000-2020. All Rights Reserved.

NSW Department of Education. What is hate speech? 
Retrieved from http://racismnoway.com.au on 4 November 2020.
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metaphors play a crucial role in racist propaganda by 
identifying different groups of people as less or other 
than human.

Metaphors are powerful because they are able to 
create new links in our minds whereby the qualities 
of one thing or action become connected to another. 
A metaphor can completely alter what we perceive, 
how we think and what we feel and do. The metaphors 
prevalent in racist discourse often attach non-human 
qualities, attributes and behaviours to people while at 
the same time negating their humanity.

Dehumanising metaphors equate humans with:
	• Animals or insects – swarms of insects, simians, 

vermin, rabbits, termites
	• Objects or machines – robots, aliens, objects, vegetables
	• Natural phenomena – human tide, tsunami 

of immigrants
	• Diseases – plague, infection, cancer, parasites, virus.

The denial of humanity of the targets of hate speech, 
robs them of their right to compassion and other 
moral responses, and the target may suffer violence 
as a result. Dehumanising metaphors evoke hostility, 
disdain, loathing, physical disgust, and even bodily 
fear in people.

DEMONISATION
Demonisation is presenting a target group in over-
whelmingly negative terms – characterising them as 
inherently malicious, immoral, ungodly, evil, dishonest 
or dangerous.

Terms like bogus, fake, cheats, disruption, queue 
jumpers, gangs, thugs, illegals and other terms that 
imply moral inferiority, toxicity, danger or criminality.

INCITEMENT
Incitement can be when language or rhetoric is 
used to incite others to commit acts of violence, 
intimidation, hostility or discrimination. Incitement 
can extend to include provocation to terrorism and 
atrocity crimes.

TOXIC MISINFORMATION
Toxic misinformation is the dissemination of disin-
formation, false stories and news, linking the target 
group to violent, criminal or morally corrupt behaviour.

This includes unbalanced, sensationalist and untrue 
reporting in relation to Aboriginal people, ethnic min- 
orities, immigrants and/or asylum seekers. For example 
misinformation in flyers circulated during the 2019 
Australian Federal election malign Senator Anne Aly by 
drawing on race-based hatred and fear.

NEGATIVE STEREOTYPING
Negative stereotyping is when all members of a group 
are viewed as sharing the same negative characteris-
tics. When we stereotype people based on race, we 
don’t take into account individual differences. Racial 
stereotypes are reproduced in traditional media and 
in a range of new media including social media, music 
videos and games.

Kudzai Chirunga in his rap song 4 Deep In The 
Suburbs looks at the impacts of negative stereotypes 
on young African Australians (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=igCwjk5z5y4).

GENOCIDE DENIAL
Genocide denial is the denial and or minimisation of 
the scale and severity of an incidence of genocide and 
can be seen as the final stage of a genocidal process.

By denying the collective memories of the victim 
group, its history is erased and the culpability of 
the perpetrators goes unacknowledged. Similarly, 
truth telling is an important step in the process of 
reconciliation.

In Australia the lack of a shared understanding of 
history is a source of ongoing trauma for many first 
Australians and a barrier to reconciliation.

© Australian Government, NSW Department 
of Education 2000-2020. All Rights Reserved.

NSW Department of Education. The rhetoric of hate speech. 
Retrieved from http://racismnoway.com.au on 4 November 2020.
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Racism in a networked world: how groups 
and individuals spread racist hate online
We could see even sharper divisions in society in the future if support for racism 
spreads online, warn Ana-Maria Bliuc, Andrew Jakubowicz and Kevin Dunn

Living in a networked world has many advantages. 
We get our news online almost as soon as it 
happens, we stay in touch with friends via social 

media, and we advance our careers through online 
professional networks. But there is a darker side to 
the internet that sees far-right groups exploit these 
unique features to spread divisive ideas, racial hate and 
mistrust. Scholars of racism refer to this type of racist 
communication online as “cyber-racism”.

Even the creators of the internet are aware they 
may have unleashed a technology that is causing a 
lot of harm. Since 2017, the inventor of the World 
Wide Web, Tim Berners-Lee, has focused many of his 
comments about the dangers of manipulation of the 
internet around the spread of hate speech, saying that:

Humanity connected by technology on the web is 
functioning in a dystopian way. We have online 
abuse, prejudice, bias, polarisation, fake news, there 
are lots of ways in which it is broken.

Our team conducted a systematic review of ten years 
of cyber-racism research to learn how different types of 
communicators use the internet to spread their views.

Racists groups behave differently to individuals
We found that the internet is indeed a powerful tool 
used to influence and reinforce divisive ideas. And it’s 
not only organised racist groups that take advantage of 

online communication; unaffiliated individuals do it 
too. But the way groups and individuals use the inter- 
net differs in several important ways. Racist groups 
are active on different communication channels 
to individuals, and they have different goals and 
strategies they use to achieve them. The effects of 
their communication are also distinctive.

Individuals mostly engage in cyber-racism to hurt 
others, and to confirm their racist views by connecting 
with like-minded people (seeking “confirmation bias”). 
Their preferred communication channels tend to be 
blogs, forums, news commentary websites, gaming 
environments and chat rooms. Strategies they use 
include denying or minimising the issue of racism, 
denigrating “non-whites”, and reframing the meaning 
of current news stories to support their views.

Groups, on the other hand, prefer to communicate 
via their own websites. They are also more strategic in 
what they seek to achieve through online communic-
ation. They use websites to gather support for their 
group and their views through racist propaganda.

Racist groups manipulate information and use clever 
rhetoric to help build a sense of a broader “white” 
identity, which often goes beyond national borders. 
They argue that conflict between different ethnicities 
is unavoidable, and that what most would view as 
racism is in fact a natural response to the “oppression 
of white people”.
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Collective cyber-racism has the main effect of under-
mining the social cohesion of modern multicultural 
societies. It creates division, mistrust and intergroup 
conflict. Meanwhile, individual cyber-racism seems 
to have a more direct effect by negatively affecting the 
wellbeing of targets. It also contributes to maintaining 
a hostile racial climate, which may further (indirectly) 
affect the wellbeing of targets.

What they have in common
Despite their differences, groups and individuals 
both share a high level of sophistication in how they 
communicate racism online. Our review uncovered 
the disturbingly creative ways that new technologies 
are exploited.

For example, racist groups make themselves attr- 
active to young people by providing interactive games 
and links to music videos on their websites. And both 
groups and individuals are highly skilled at manipulat- 
ing their public image via various narrative strategies, 
such as humour and the interpretation of current 
news to fit with their arguments.

A worrying trend
Our findings suggest that if these online strategies are 
effective, we could see even sharper divisions in society 
as the mobilisation of support for racism and far-right 
movements spreads online. There is also evidence 
that currently unaffiliated supporters of racism could 
derive strength through online communication. These 
individuals might use online channels to validate their 
beliefs and achieve a sense of belonging in virtual 
spaces where racist hosts provide an uncontested and 
hate-supporting community.

This is a worrying trend. We have now seen several 
examples of violent action perpetrated offline by 
isolated individuals who radicalise into white sup- 
remacist movements – for example, in the case of 
Anders Breivik in Norway, and more recently of 
Robert Gregory Bowers, who was the perpetrator of 
the Pittsburgh synagogue shooting.

In Australia, unlike most other liberal democracies, 
there are effectively no government strategies that 
seek to reduce this avenue for the spread of racism, 
despite many Australians expressing a desire that 
this be done.
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Non-Muslims who live close to Muslims are 
less likely to be Islamophobic, study shows
The most recent Islamophobia in Australia report 
shows Muslims continue to be the targets of hostility 
and violence. By Val Colic-Peisker and Adrian Flitney

The September 11 terrorist attacks in 2001 pro- 
pelled them to this unenviable position. More 
recently, Islamic State has reinforced Western 

fears of and antipathy towards Islam and Muslims.
Our new study finds non-Muslim Australians liv- 

ing in areas with high numbers of Muslims are less 
Islamophobic than the general populations of Sydney 
and Melbourne. This suggests living side-by-side 
could be an antidote to Islamophobia.

What is Islamophobia?
Islamophobia refers to indiscriminate negative attitudes 
or emotions directed at Islam or Muslims. Australians 
typically know very little about Muslims and their faith. 
As a result, they tend to lump together this vastly div- 
erse group as backward, gender-oppressive and violent.

The “religious visibility” of some Muslims exacerbates 
this issue. We see Muslim women wearing hijabs or face 
veils, and quickly – as well as wrongly – conclude all 
Muslims are traditional and far too serious about their 
religion for our modern and secular standards.

Just like any other large population group, Muslims 
come from a variety of ethno-cultural and socio-eco-
nomic backgrounds. As sociologist Riaz Hassan noted 
in 2018, 37% of Australian Muslims are born here, and 
the rest come from 183 different countries.

Islamophobia in Sydney and Melbourne
In the 2016 Census, more than 600,000 people 
identified as Muslims, with about three-quarters 
living in Sydney and Melbourne. They tend to be con- 
centrated in specific suburbs, where they are also 
visible through ethnic businesses, schools and places 
of worship.

Our study examined Islamophobia in the top ten 
Muslim suburbs of Sydney and Melbourne, in com- 
parison with the rest of the two metropolitan areas. 
The proportion of Muslim residents in the selected 
areas ranged from 59% in Lakemba, NSW, to 30% in 
Dandenong, Victoria, according to census data.

We surveyed 1,020 people – half in the target areas 
and half in the greater metropolitan areas of Sydney 
and Melbourne.

Respondents were given a series of statements, such 
as, “the number of Muslims in Australia is too high,” “I 
am worried about Muslims forming enclaves in Sydney 
or Melbourne” and “I dislike seeing Muslim women 
with their hair covered”.

They were asked to agree or disagree on a five-point 
scale, which produced their “Islamophobia score” 
from one (no prejudice) to five (high prejudice).

Living close by is key
Our study found non-Muslims living in Muslim areas 
were less Islamophobic than the general populations 
of Sydney and Melbourne, scoring 2.31 compared to 
2.80. This adds evidence to the “contact theory”, 
which states that usually, but not always, contact 
between people of different backgrounds reduces 
inter-group prejudice.

This is opposed to “threat theory”, which proposes 
encounters between individuals from different groups 
may, in certain circumstances, increase the feeling of 
anxiety and threat.

Our study also found Sydneysiders were less Islam- 
ophobic than Melbournians. In Muslim areas of 
Sydney, non-Muslims’ Islamophobia score was 2.18, 
compared to 2.32 in comparable areas of Melbourne.

This could be due to the fact Muslims are more 
geographically concentrated in Western Sydney and 
more dispersed in Melbourne – again pointing to the 
theory that more contact with a minority reduces 
prejudice.

Our study shows when non-Muslims interact 
with Muslims, they are less likely to be 
Islamophobic. It suggests an important way to 
combat Islamophobia is to have more rather 
than fewer Muslims among us and to learn 
more about their religion and way of life.
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What about age and education?
Other findings include:

	• Younger people were less Islamophobic than older 
Australians. Those aged 18 to 34 scored 2.32 on the 
Islamophobia scale, while those over 65 scored 2.80. 
This is in line with previous studies that suggest 
prejudice increases with age. This is due to social 
attitudes, particularly those in school curricula and 
university courses, that have significantly changed 
in recent decades.

	• Those with more formal education were also less 
Islamophobic. Those with a university education 
scored 2.47, compared with 2.90 for those with 
only ten years of schooling.

	• People who identified as Christian were more 
Islamophobic (2.77) than those with no religion 
(2.48) and those of other (non-Islamic) religions 
(2.45). This was true in both the target suburbs and 
the broader metropolitan areas studied – although 
in the former case, the differences were smaller.

	• Respondents’ satisfaction with income was a 
stronger predictor of Islamophobia than the level 
of income itself. Scores dropped from 2.86 for 
respondents who were “struggling” to 2.49 for 
those who were “comfortable”.

We can’t be complacent
Compared to many other Western countries, Australia 
is not the worst place to be a minority Muslim. A 2015 
survey found only about 10% of Australian respond- 
ents were highly Islamophobic.

However, we should not be complacent, especially 
after last year’s Christchurch mosques terrorist 
attacks, perpetrated by an Australian. We know media 
coverage is critical when it comes to Islamophobia. 
This can expose people to negative portrayals of 

Islam and Muslims, intolerant statements by polit- 
ical leaders and other opinion makers.

It is therefore highly concerning when prominent 
figures like One Nation leader Pauline Hanson make 
headlines declaring she believes Australia is in danger 
of being “swamped by Muslims”. Or wears a burqa 
in parliament to raise alarm. With Muslims making 
up just 2.6% of the total Australian population, her 
comments were not only xenophobic but incorrect.

The elegant minarets of Auburn, Meadow Heights 
and other mosques add character to Australian sub- 
urbia. Yet they attract more fear than admiration 
or curiosity, as shown by anti-mosque protests 
in Australia and minaret bans in some European 
countries.

Our study shows when non-Muslims interact with 
Muslims, they are less likely to be Islamophobic. It 
suggests an important way to combat Islamophobia 
is to have more rather than fewer Muslims among us 
and to learn more about their religion and way of life.
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ANTI-SEMITISM IN AUSTRALIA, 
AND HOW TO COUNTER IT
With the rise in anti-semitism, in Australia 
and elsewhere, there needs to be a more 
concerted and comprehensive effort to 
counter anti-semitism and other forms of 
racism and bigotry, writes Julie Nathan

Although Australia remains a relatively safe and 
free environment for its small Jewish popul-
ation, there have been some disturbing trends 

in anti-Jewish incidents over the past year. There were 
major spikes in some categories of serious incidents 
– especially in incidents of verbal abuse, harassment 
and intimidation of Jews, and of hate graffiti directed 
at Jews.

There were 368 anti-semitic incidents logged in 
the 12 months to 30 September 2019 by the Executive 
Council of Australian Jewry. While this amounted to 
a small increase from the previous 12-month period, 
which saw a 59 per cent increase in incidents, it shows 
that there was no decline from the previous high level 
of incidents. The number of incidents for the 2019 
period was 56 per cent higher than the average number 
over the previous seven years.

During the 2019 period, there were several reported 
instances of physical assault, mostly without causing 
serious injury – such as shoving and pushing of Jews and 
throwing hard objects at them. One egregious incident 
of physical assault was of a 12-year-old Jewish boy, 
which occurred at a public school in Melbourne, where 
the boy was punched in the face, had skin gouged out 
of his shoulder and was bruised extensively across his 
back. He required hospital treatment for his injuries.

However, the desire and intention to physically harm 
Jews was not confined to a hand or fist used against 
a Jew. During a sentencing hearing in May 2019 for 
Ihsas Khan, aged 23, who had stabbed his neighbour 
in Sydney in 2016, it was revealed that he had planned 
to kill Jews. Khan had bought the large knife with the 
intent to take it to the university that he attended and to 
kill as many Jews as he could. His plan became unstuck 
when he attacked his neighbour, thus thwarting his 
own murderous plan. As is apparent in the example of 
Ihsas Khan, there are still people inspired by ideological 
hatred of Jews and who seek to harm or murder Jews.

Verbal abuse, harassment and intimidation of Jews 
is the category which usually has the highest number of 
incidents each year. During the 2019 reporting period, 
there was a 30 per cent increase from the previous year in 
reported incidents in this category. This demonstrates 
that anti-semites felt increasingly emboldened to 
behave in an aggressive, confrontational and menac- 
ing way towards Jews who were doing nothing more 
than going about their daily lives.

Some of the expressions of this face-to-face abuse 

included: “You f***ing Jew bastard”; “You f***ing 
Jews!”; “It’s a shame that Hitler didn’t kill all the Jews”; 
“You should have died in the Holocaust!”; “You Jew 
c***! Hitler was right. He should have killed you all!”; 
“Fucking selfish c*** of a Jew! You should’ve died in 
Auschwitz”; “I’ll f***ing stab you!”; “All Jews deserve to 
die!”; “Gas the Jews!”; “I want to kill all the Jewish”; “I’ll 
put a bullet in your fucking gob.” Others simply yelled 
out “Heil Hitler,” “Sieg Heil” or “Allahu Akbar” when 
they see Jews.

Many of the incidents of abuse, harassment and 
intimidation were also directed at Jewish children, 
often occurring at school, on public transport or near 
their homes. In one case, a 5-year-old Jewish boy was 
repeatedly abused with being called “Jewish vermin,” 
“dirty Jew” and “Jewish cockroach” over several 
months, in the bathrooms of his Melbourne school, 
by a group of five classmates. The boy was removed 
from the school, and is being home-schooled.

With the rise in anti-semitism, in Australia 
and elsewhere, there needs to be a more 
concerted and comprehensive effort to 
counter anti-semitism and other forms 
of racism and bigotry ...
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In another case, a 12-year-old Jewish boy, also at 
a school in Melbourne, was enticed to a public park 
with the offer of a game of football, but was given the 
ultimatum by the ringleader of a group of nine boys 
that he kneel down and kiss the feet of another student 
or be physically assaulted by the eight other boys. To 
avoid a bashing, the Jewish boy complied, by kneeling 
down and kissing the feet.

Acts of vandalism mostly consisted of etching 
swastikas into property belonging to Jews, like homes 
and businesses. Other incidents included setting a 
Jewish sign at a cemetery on fire, damage to a mezuzah 
(an item on a Jewish home) and the like. One Jewish 
home had their front lawn poisoned in the shape of a 
swastika.

Graffiti was one of the outstanding features of 
incidents for 2019 with more than double the number 
of incidents, with 95 reported incidents, over the 
previous year. Graffiti is seen by some as one way to 
measure the temperature of anti-semitism, through 
the amount and the words and images used.

These incidents included graffiti with the words: 
“No Jews”; “no Jews aloud [sic]”; “No More Jews”; 
“F*** Jews”; “Jews = EVIL”; “Synagogue of Satan”; “9/11 
was a [sic] inside job. 100% Jews”; “All Jews – Rats”; 
“Hitler was right!”; “The Holocaust is a lie”; and “The 
Holocaust didn’t happen but it should have.” Often 
these were accompanied by graffiti of “Heil Hitler,” 
“Sieg Heil,” “White Power,” swastikas, Nazi SS bolts 
and crossed-out Jewish Stars of David. One Jewish 
family had a metre-sized swastika painted on the 
road outside their home.

More disturbing was that the graffiti often called 
for the murder of Jews: “KILL JEWS”; “Kill the Jews”; 
“Kill all Jews”; “GAS THE JEWS”; “Gas the Kikes.” These 
also were usually accompanied by graffiti supporting 
Hitler and Nazism, in words and symbols. Much 
of this graffiti was written in public places, such as 
buses, trains, parks, buildings, as well as near Jewish 
community venues. Two sites of graffiti stand out.

One set of graffiti spread over a large building com- 
plex in Prahran, Melbourne, in July 2019 included the 
words: “Reject Jewish Poison”; “Gas Kikes”; “Zionist 
Occupied Government”; “Smash Zog”; “Hitler Was 
Right”; “Hitler Did Nothing Wrong”; “Sieg Heil”; 
“Hitler Youth”; “Rape Jews”; “Jews Hate Us Revolt”; 
and “Jews Out.”

Another set of graffiti, across several outside walls 
of a building, occurred in Epping, Sydney, in March 
2019. Using racist terms, the graffiti called for people 
of east Asian, south Asian and African backgrounds 
to “go home” or “f*** off.” However, when it came to 
Jews, the graffiti did not call for their emigration or 
deportation – but instead, for their death: “Kill Jews” 
and “Kill the Jews.” The graffiti was accompanied by 
Nazi and white supremacist words and symbols, as 
well as Holocaust denial.

Even sitting Members of Parliament were not spared 
from anti-semitic graffiti, particularly during the fed-
eral election campaign. Several Jewish MPs had their 
election campaign corflute posters daubed with anti-
semitic graffiti. Josh Frydenberg, Member for Kooyong 
(in Melbourne) and Federal treasurer, had a Hitler 
moustache, devil horns (a trope from the Middle Ages 
that Jews have horns) swastika, and dollar sign daubed 
on several of his election campaign posters.

Julian Leeser, Member for Berowra, (in Sydney), and 
also Jewish, had anti-semitic daubings on several of his 
election campaign posters: a swastika on his forehead 
and a Hitler moustache, dollar signs over his eyes. Leeser 
explained: “The $$ refer to old anti-semitic lies of an 
international Jewish banking conspiracy; that Jews 
have control of the world’s money supply.”

Emails are another way to gauge the level and 
intensity of anti-semitic sentiment, and provide more 
detailed information on how others view Jews. There 
was a 61 per cent increase over the previous year in 
anti-semitic emails to Jewish individuals and Jewish 
community organisations. The sentiments expressed 
the themes that Jews are parasites, leeches and scum, 

... A major step towards this in Australia 
would be the establishment of a national 
database for hate-motivated crimes, education 
and training of police and others to enhance 
their ability to identify and deal with hate 
crime and hate incidents, and a body to advise 
government and police on these matters. 
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that Jews control the world, that Jews belong in hell, 
that Hitler should have killed every single Jew, that 
the Holocaust was fake, and that Jews will soon be 
exterminated. Some used the word “kike” – a highly 
derogatory term for “Jew.”

Extracts of some of the individual emails include: 
“Kikes are so scatological and ugly. Jews are the world’s 
foremost problem”; “Filthy Jewish sacks of shit … you 
scatological Jewish sack of shit. Just another yid wasting 
my time you kike c***”; “You Dirty Juden!! … a filth Jew 
pig like you”; “You reptilian filth – Satan is coming for 
you!”; “Jews are scum and gutless pigs. Burn in hell. Long 
live Hitler”; “A pity Hitler didn’t gas every last Jew alive”; 
“When you come across a Jew … strike him in the head … 
he will die”; “I will be so happy to put a bullet in your skull”; 
“The worldwide parasite strikes again”; “These worms have 
infiltrated everything with money to destroy the gentile”; 
“You scum are just creating conflict here as you’re doing 
in the middle east and have done for thousands of years”; 
“You are all a bunch of stinking uncivilised parasites who 
should be isolated and left to self-extinct”; “Your time of 
leaching off us will come to an end soon. You’re nothing 
but scum baby killers”; “the Jewish stronghold of this planet 
is nearing its end. The world awakes to the Jewish parasite 
and all it’s worldly plunder. Jewish existence is fleeting”; 
“Soon kikes, soon!”; “You will face the ovens again … for 
the final solution to the scourge of the jew”; and “You, 
satanic jewish leech … soon we will exterminate you – till 
the last satanic jewish viper!”

In a concerted campaign, a series of six different 
emails targeted Dr Kerryn Phelps, Independent MP for 
Wentworth (in Sydney), in March to May 2019. Each 
email was sent to an unknown number of recipients, 
perhaps in the hundreds or even thousands. The emails 
targeted Kerryn Phelps for being openly Jewish and a 
lesbian, and also targeted the Jewish community. The 
main themes in the emails consisted of: “The Jews 
… are spreading measles and many other diseases … 
and plans [sic] to spread the plague to every corner of 
Australia”; and “don’t vote for any Jewish candidate 
like Kerryn Phelps.”

Some anti-semitic incidents were by means of postal 
mail, including letters and printed material. A letter 
threatening a Jewish family included the text: “Jewish 
scum you have 24 hours to live you and your shit family 
are lying scum and you are going pay with your life.” 
Printed material included leaflets with the words: “all 
Jews will be destroyed … Jews are not made in the 
image of God but of Lucifer.”

Other threats against Jews were conveyed by 
telephone. Some of these included the words: “You 
dirty jew”; “All Jews should be assassinated by Hitler 
again because you’re an animal”; “Heil Hitler, Heil 
Hitler”; and “I am gonna burn down all your synag-
ogues by tomorrow.”

The eighth, and final, category of incidents is posters 
and stickers. Hate propaganda by the neo-Nazi group, 
Antipodean Resistance, continued but at lower levels 
than in the previous two years. Antipodean Resistance 

stickers, in several styles, were plastered on at least 
fifteen sites across Sydney and Melbourne, including 
at a Jewish aged care home with some residents being 
Holocaust survivors. Other neo-Nazi stickers, with 
the words “Waffen Totenkopf,” “SS” and a death’s 
head skull, were placed at a Jewish community venue 
in Perth.

Several antisemitic posters were put up. A poster 
of “Research The JQ” (“JQ” referring to “the Jewish 
Question,” a term used by Jew-haters) was put up 
in Ipswich. A pair of posters were put up in Sydney; 
one with the text, “If you repeat a lie often enough, it 
becomes truth 6 million Jews” (with the word “truth” 
crossed out); the other with the text, “Jews …” and an 
antisemitic caricature of a Jew saying “we’re victims, 
goy, remember the six gorillion lampshades!” and 
then the further text: “Unfounded anti-Semitism? 
Maybe it’s the financial scamming, banking, corporate 
slavery, usury, political corruption, media manipul- 
ation, Talmudic supremacism, child trafficking, sex 
trafficking, Communism, social subversion, open border 
subversion ...”; someone added in handwriting “Kill” 
before “Jews” and “Hitler should have finished the job.”

The ECAJ Report on Antisemitism does not include 
online content as incidents – this is classified as anti-
semitic discourse, and as such does not occur in the 
tally of incidents. However, the ECAJ report does devote 
sections to online content, because these provide an 
indication of some of the discussions and racist ideas 
that are occurring on mainstream sites and within 
extremist circles online.

With the rise in anti-semitism, in Australia and else- 
where, there needs to be a more concerted and com- 
prehensive effort to counter anti-semitism and other 
forms of racism and bigotry. A major step towards this 
in Australia would be the establishment of a national 
database for hate-motivated crimes, education and 
training of police and others to enhance their ability to 
identify and deal with hate crime and hate incidents, 
and a body to advise government and police on these 
matters. In particular, Commonwealth and state laws 
against incitement and threats of violence, on the 
basis of race, religion, gender, sexual orientation and 
the like, need to be effective and workable.

As aptly expressed by Katharina von Schnurbein, 
EU Coordinator on Combating Anti-Semitism:

“Fighting anti-Semitism is a responsibility for the society 
at large and must not be left to the Jewish community. 
Anti-Semitism needs to be fought on all levels and 
by all possible actors.”

Julie Nathan is the Research Director at the Executive Council 
of Australian Jewry (ECAJ), and author of the annual ECAJ 
Report on Antisemitism in Australia, available at: 
www.ecaj.org.au/antisemitism-report/
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Spectrum of white supremacy in Australia
ALL TOGETHER NOW EXPLAINS WHAT ACTUALLY LIES BEHIND THE WIDE 
SPECTRUM OF FAR-RIGHT AND WHITE SUPREMACIST IDEAS

White supremacy is the belief that white 
people are superior to people of other racial 
backgrounds and therefore whites should 

be politically, economically and socially dominant. 
Different forms of white supremacy have different 
ideas of who is considered ‘white’, and different white 
supremacist groups identify various racial and cult- 
ural groups as their primary enemies.

Different forms of white supremacy
White supremacy exists on a spectrum in Australia. 
Some Australians are nationalistic and have strong 
views about multiculturalism and keeping Australia 
“the way it is”. Others display a degree of antagonism 
towards culturally and linguistically diverse groups, 
have strong racist views and a strong sense of pride 
in white culture. Others actively want to protect the 
whiteness of Australia.

Research shows that around one in ten Australians 
have strongly racist views. This percentage is higher 
when it comes to attitudes towards specific groups. 
A Western Sydney University study found that 31% of 
Australians have anti-Muslim attitudes.

At the far end of the spectrum, white supremacists 
subscribe to extreme views about white superiority 
and the inferiority of all others who aren’t ‘white’. At 
its most extreme, white supremacist ideology actively 
rejects social, legal and government structures, and 

promotes changing society through the use of viol-
ence or other illegal means.

The following quote is from The Turner Diaries, a 
text that is widely read in extremist white supremacist 
circles:

“Ultimately we must separate ourselves from the Blacks 
and other non-whites and keep ourselves separate, no 
matter what it takes to accomplish this. We must do 
this not because we hate blacks, but because we cannot 
survive if we remain mixed with them. And we cannot 
survive if we permit the Jews and the traitors among us 
to repeat their treachery. Eventually we must hunt them 
down and get rid of them.” – William Pierce

White supremacy identity labels
Many individuals and groups have a preference as to 
which label they use to describe themselves. This is 
because the white supremacy movement is far from 
homogenous. Within the movement there are ideo-
logical differences around who is considered white, 
who the enemy is and what should be done to advance 
the cause of the white supremacist movement.

Some of the labels used include:
	• White nationalism – a type of nationalism that 

is formulated around white people and the white 
race. Its core objective is the establishment of a 
white nation, run by white people, maintaining 
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a white majority. Its distinguishing feature from 
white supremacy is that it does not necessarily hold 
the white race to be superior.

	• White supremacy/white power – white supremacy 
can be seen as a sub-category of white nationalism. 
White supremacists believe the white race is superior 
to all others, and thus white people should rule 
over others and dominate.

	• Right-wing extremism – extremism in general can 
be conceptualised as a strong degree of rejection of 
society’s norms and values. It can also include the 
methods by which people seek to realise their aims, 
seriously impacting on the rights and liberties of 
others. Right-wing extremism can be understood 
as an umbrella term that encompasses those who 
adhere to the range of far-right ideologies such as 
white supremacy or National Socialism.

	• Neo-Nazi – neo-Nazism aims to revive the ideology 
of Nazism. The Nazi doctrine is based on Hitler’s 
National Socialist policies and includes ultra-
nationalism, anti-semitism, racism, ableism and 
homophobia. It is the original ideology of the 
German Nazi party and is a form of fascism.

	• Alt-right (alternative-right) – is a broad internet-
based movement comprising people with a range 
of far-right/conservative ideologies. It comes from 
a rejection of mainstream right wing politics. 
It has been said to include elements of white 
supremacy, nationalism, neo-Nazism, separatism, 
racial realism, nativism and Islamophobia. It is not 
a unified movement/position. It has been labelled 
as a modern rebranding of far-right extremist 
ideologies such as Nazism, which appeals more to 
the younger generation.

Essentially, these terms reflect the wide spectrum of 
far-right and white supremacist ideas, narratives and 
activities in Australia. Throughout the resources avail-
able on this website, we use these terms interchangeably 
to reflect this spectrum.

How white supremacy groups operate
White supremacy groups are very careful to control 
what information individuals have access to. To a 
non-member visiting a white supremacy website, the 
groups appear to be little more than a social support 
group for people with beliefs about white supremacy. 
These groups present themselves as a welcoming 
place where a person can socialise and make friends, 
a place where they can find brothers and be part of a 
like-minded family that enjoys a good Aussie barbecue 
and a beer or two. The groups are very careful to appear 
law-abiding and don’t publicise any extremist views. 
However, as an individual’s involvement with white 
supremacy increases, they are introduced to the more 
violent extremist ideology.

Membership in a white supremacy group requires 
members to adopt white supremacist ideology, con- 
form with group norms and obey group rules. Members 
are expected to commit time and energy to the group 

and to be active participants. Individuals must const-
antly prove their loyalty and commitment to the group 
to achieve and retain their membership. Within the 
groups there is elitism, and many groups have levels 
of membership and prerequisites that an individual 
must meet before being able to fully belong.

To achieve this conformity and obedience, white sup- 
remacy groups use specific manipulation techniques 
that aim to undermine an individual’s personal identity 
and dominate it with an identity that is steered by the 
group’s ideology. This new group or social identity 
occurs when the person identifies so strongly with 
the group’s beliefs, values and norms that the person 
operates with others based on group identity rather 
than on an interpersonal basis.

The manipulation techniques include:
	• Aggression – members who doubt or criticise 

the group’s ideology, or do not conform to group 
norms are met with strong criticism, aggression 
and punishment. This punishment often includes 
physical violence or threats.

	• Aversion – loathing and hostility are directed 
towards external critics of the white supremacy 
movement, such as family members and the media, 
feeding the feelings of aversion towards anyone 
critical of white supremacy.

	• Alienation – white supremacy groups usually 
distance themselves from general society, creating 
an “Us and them” scenario. Relationships with 
non-group members are strongly discouraged and 
the group becomes the individual’s ‘family’ and 
social support network.

	• Absolute truth – within the group, the leaders 
alone have the right to set the group’s ideology. 
Members must not question the leader’s views 
and there are no shades of grey.

Some key messages of the white 
supremacist movement
White supremacy messages exploit people’s fears and 
aim to foster an “Us and Them” attitude, where any- 
one who is not in agreement with the white supremacist 
messages is an enemy and part of the conspiracy to 
eradicate white culture. The rallying cry of white sup- 
remacy messages is that there is a war that needs to be 
fought to protect white culture and that those involved 
in the movement are members of an elite group.

Examples of white supremacy catchphrases:
	• Anti-racism is code for anti-white
	• Multiculturalism is code for white genocide
	• White people are God’s chosen people
	• 14 words: “We must secure the existence of our 

people and a future for White Children”.

All Together Now. The spectrum of white supremacy in Australia. 
Retrieved from http://cape.alltogethernow.org.au on 2 February 2021. 
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MORE THAN EIGHT IN 10 ASIAN AUSTRALIANS 
REPORT DISCRIMINATION DURING CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
Asian Australians report being more anxious about the pandemic than the overall population, 
owing to racial discrimination over the Chinese origins of the virus. By Max Walden

Playing cricket earlier this year, Anthony was 
standing at the crease waiting for a bowl 
when he heard a member of the opposite team 

repeatedly call out “coronavirus”.
“I was trying to concentrate and so I thought it 

would be better to just ignore him,” Anthony, who is 
of mixed Chinese and English heritage, told the ABC.

“At no time did any of his teammates pull him up, 
nor did the captain of my own team say anything.”

A new study from the Australian National University 
(ANU) has found Anthony’s experience of discrimin-
ation is a troublingly typical one for someone of Asian 
descent in Australia during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The ANU survey of more than 3,000 people found 
84.5 per cent of Asian Australians reported at least 
one instance of discrimination between January and 
October this year.

“I have copped racism all my life and it is up and 

down dependent on political rhetoric or negative media 
coverage focusing on minority groups,” Anthony said.

“It just happens it’s China’s turn again.”
Earlier this year, the ABC was contacted by hundreds 

of people who shared their experiences of discrimin- 
ation during the pandemic. Asian Australians, par- 
ticularly of Chinese heritage, reported an increase in 
abuse and racist attacks because the coronavirus was 
first detected in China.

“Despite being born in Melbourne, discrimination 
has been a big part of my life due to my ethnicity,” 
Jieh-Yung Lo, director of the ANU Centre for Asian-
Australian Leadership, said.

“From outright racism in the school playgrounds, 
coming face to face with the ‘bamboo ceiling’ during 
early parts of my professional career, dealing with 
unconscious bias in the workplace, and in recent 
years having my allegiance and loyalty to Australia 
challenged and questioned due to my contribution 
to the public debate on Australia’s bilateral relation- 
ship with China.”

Some have expressed concern about Liberal senator 
Eric Abetz questioning three Chinese Australians 
about their view of the Chinese Communist Party dur- 
ing a recent Senate committee hearing focused on 
diversity in Australian politics.

Last week, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 

KEY POINTS
	h A survey has shown 84.5 per cent of Asian Australians 

have faced discrimination this year.
	h Nevertheless, the general population’s trust in 

Asian Australians is high.
	h The study found Asian Australians were more anxious 

about COVID-19 than people in the wider population.
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secretary Frances Adamson warned “robust” debates 
about China in Australia could easily be used by Beijing 
to portray Australia as “intolerant”.

China has repeatedly accused Australia of being 
racist and in July, amid escalating tensions, warned 
its citizens against travelling there.

ASIAN AUSTRALIANS WORSE OFF 
ECONOMICALLY, BUT BETTER TRUSTED
The ANU survey found Asian Australians were more 
likely to have their livelihoods adversely affected by 
COVID-19 and they were more anxious about the 
pandemic than Australians overall.

They saw their working hours drop five hours bet- 
ween February and April – twice the rest of the 
Australian population (2.4 hours).

The study’s authors said this was partly because 
Asian Australians were younger and more likely to 
live in urban areas and work in industries impacted 
by lockdowns.

“[But] we cannot discount the effect of labour 
market discrimination as well,” co-author Nicholas 
Biddle, from the ANU Centre for Social Research 
Methods, told the ABC.

Some 80.7 per cent of Asian Australians reported 
being anxious and worried due to coronavirus in 
October, compared to 62.4 per cent of the rest of the 
Australian population.

“Asian Australians have fared worse during the 
COVID-19 period than the rest of the Australian 
population,” Mr Lo said.

Mr Lo said their experience with prior viruses, such 
as the SARS epidemic, had seen Asian Australians 
being “more vigilant” about COVID-19 while they 
also faced “the rise and resurgence of xenophobia 
and racism” including physical and verbal assaults.

Nevertheless, Professor Biddle said Australians were 
more likely to think Asian Australians were “trusted” 
and “fair”.

About 65 per cent of the Australian population rep- 
orted high trust in Asian Australians, compared with 
55 per cent who had high trust in Anglo Australians.

“Having more Asian Australians take on senior lead- 
ership roles across our parliaments, media outlets, 
public and corporate boardrooms have the abilities to 
change perceptions, break down stereotypes and instil 
greater trust and confidence across our society,” Mr 
Lo said.

“The opportunity to serve in senior leadership roles 
also helps Asian Australians and other diverse groups 
to shed the ‘outsiders’ and ‘migrants’ label.”

The Australian Human Rights Commission reports 
less than 5 per cent of Australians of Asian heritage 
make it to senior executive levels and only 1.6 per cent 
become CEOs.

“Absent of COVID-19, governments have a respon- 
sibility to carefully design and enforce anti-discrim-
ination laws,” Professor Biddle said.

“Rhetoric matters. We all have responsibilities to 

make sure we choose our words carefully, do not target 
groups for negative treatment based on their ethnic 
background, and take time to get to know our fellow 
Australians as individuals, not as stereotypes.”

© ABC. Reproduced by permission of the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation – Library Sales.

Walden, M (2 November 2020). ‘More than eight in 10 Asian Australians 
report discrimination during coronavirus pandemic’, ABC News. 

Retrieved from www.abc.net.au/news on 4 November 2020.

“Rhetoric matters. We all have responsibilities 
to make sure we choose our words carefully, 
do not target groups for negative treatment 
based on their ethnic background, and take 
time to get to know our fellow Australians 
as individuals, not as stereotypes.”
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We know racism and recessions go together. 
AUSTRALIA MUST PREPARE TO STOP A RACISM SPIKE HERE

The advent of coronavirus and an economic downturn in Australia 
has led to disturbing reports of racism, observes Susan Carland

Generally in Australia, we all get along pretty well 
and feel good about our society. Studies show 
we have a strong “social cohesion index”, which 

has remained relatively stable for the past seven years.
But we cannot take this for granted, especially if the 

coronavirus pandemic also leads to a recession.
In the context of COVID-19, Australia has seen its 

politicians take quick and decisive action to protect our 
health and our economy. But in the flurry of recent 
press conferences from state and federal leaders, 
social cohesion has been dangerously neglected.

We already have racism in Australia
The advent of coronavirus has led to disturbing reports 
of racism in Australia, including accounts of Asian 
Australians being spat on, verbally abused and bashed.

The Australian Human Rights Commission says 
it recorded more complaints under the Racial 
Discrimination Act in February than at any time over 
the previous 12 months.

While complaints have remained within the high 
end of the normal range, since the start of February, 
one-third of all racism complaints made to the 
commission have been COVID-related.

Even before coronavirus, we were already seeing 
worrying examples of racism in Australia.

Last year, one in three NSW and Victorian school 
children reported being on the receiving end of racial 
discrimination from other kids.

Economic downturns precipitate 
scapegoating, because struggling people are 
looking specifically for someone, not just 
something, to blame. Often, that blame 
falls on ethnic minorities and immigrants.

The Executive Council of Australian Jewry has 
found a marked increase in the number of more 
serious incidents of anti-semitism. In 2019, 40% of 
respondents to the Scanlon survey reported negative 
or very negative attitudes towards Muslims.

Far-right extremism is also on the rise, with ASIO 
warning small cells of people are meeting to salute 
Nazi flags.

Current levels of racism could get worse
None of this is good. What’s even more troubling is 
that it has the potential to balloon into something 
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far worse in the near future, thanks to the COVID-
precipitated economic downturn.

We know this from past experience. Economic 
downturn has been linked to an increase in racial dis- 
crimination again and again and again.

More precisely, it leads to scapegoating. Economic 
downturns precipitate scapegoating, because struggl- 
ing people are looking specifically for someone, not 
just something, to blame. Often, that blame falls on 
ethnic minorities and immigrants.

Lawrence University psychologist Peter Glick is an 
expert on prejudice and discrimination. He says one 
of the main reasons people blame ethnic minorities is 
because it’s psychologically more appealing to do that 
than blame one’s own group, or accept that something 
happened outside of one’s control.

Indeed, accepting events that severely impact 
our lives (like recessions) are the result of natural 
forces (like an organically occurring virus) reinforces 
our feeling of a lack of control. And feeling a lack 
of control is arguably the defining feature of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Scapegoating is not haphazard
But blaming a group of people means action can be 
taken, often against them. We may even be able to 
predict which ethnic minority groups are particularly 
vulnerable to scapegoating in these situations.

Scapegoating in this scenario is not haphazard. It 
focuses on specific type of ethnic minority – those that 
are perceived to be successful, but unintegrated or 
competitive with the dominant group.

So, ethnic minorities perceived as poor and unin-
tegrated are less likely to be on the receiving end of 
blame and thus discrimination. It is the prosperous but 
untrusted minority we will accuse.

In recent times, there was an increase in racial pre- 
judice in places like Italy and Britain during economic 
downturns such as the Great Recession of the 2000s.

Looking further back in history, there is the horrify- 
ing and violent treatment of Jewish people in Nazi 
Germany and Armenians in Ottoman-era Turkey, 
both of which occurred in the context of economic 
downturns. Of course, it is ridiculous to suggest 
economic downturns are the sole cause of genocide, 
or that we are heading in such a monstrous direction.

But it is also unwise to ignore the repeated lessons 
about the impact of recession on relationships bet- 
ween ethnic groups in society.

We need specific support for Chinese Australians
In Australia, the historical precedence of the recession-
racism link, coupled with our current struggles with 
race issues, means our nation is primed for strife.

We are in a moment of collective pause and plann- 
ing. But in amongst the thinking about economic 
recovery, school openings and international travel, we 
need to be planning for a likely upswing in bigotry 
against ethnic minorities.

In particular, we should be anticipating which groups 
are most likely to bear the brunt of an increase in 
racism. Chinese Australians were perceived as a threat 
to Australia before COVID-19, and are already report- 
ing an increase in racist abuse during the pandemic. 
Most importantly, they are stereotyped as “competent 
but cold ” – a characterisation that makes them likely 
to be targeted in times of economic downturn.

Given these factors, it would be prudent to offer this 
community-specific, proactive support, and tackle any 
racism – towards them or any other group – decisively.

We need our leaders to step in
Political leaders are crucial in this regard. Politicians 
can either stoke antagonism or lead the discourse in 
the other direction. They can aggressively counter 
any suggestion of racism and steer Australia through 
a difficult time, without allowing it to devour itself 
from the inside in the process.

Recently we have seen examples of both.
Labor senator Kristina Keneally has called for a cut 

to temporary migration to put “Australian workers 
first”.

An uptick in racial prejudice during our 
economic downturn is not inevitable. But 
the fallout of ignoring this prospect would 
be ugly for all Australians.

But other MPs have had a different emphasis. In the 
context of coronavirus, Labor’s multicultural affairs 
spokesperson Andrew Giles has been repeating Labor’s 
calls for an anti-racism strategy.

On matters as important as this, unequivocal guid-
ance from the highest levels of politics is required.

Prime Minister Scott Morrison has already critic-
ised COVID-related racism. But given that history 
shows us we are just at the beginning of what could 
be a protracted and dark period for race relations in 
Australia, much more must be done – and soon.

An uptick in racial prejudice during our economic 
downturn is not inevitable. But the fallout of ignoring 
this prospect would be ugly for all Australians.

This is another outbreak we can anticipate. It, too, 
needs to be prepared for, contained, and eliminated.

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Susan Carland does not work for, consult, own shares in 
or receive funding from any company or organisation that 
would benefit from this article, and has disclosed no relevant 
affiliations beyond her academic appointment.

Susan Carland is Director, Bachelor of Global Studies, 
Monash University.

Carland, S (14 May 2020). We know racism and recessions go 
together. Australia must prepare to stop a racism spike here.  

Retrieved from http://theconversation.com on 4 November 2020.
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THREE IN FOUR PEOPLE HOLD NEGATIVE 
VIEW OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

Most Australians tested for unconscious bias hold a 
negative view of Indigenous Australians which can 
lead to widespread racism, new analysis from the 
Australian National University shows

People’s bias is regardless of gender, age, ethnicity, 
occupation, religion, education level, geography 
or political leanings, according to the findings.

The ANU researchers say 75 per cent of Australians 
tested using the Implicit Association Test by a joint 
initiative of universities including Harvard, Yale and 
the University of Sydney hold a negative implicit or 
unconscious bias against Indigenous Australians. 
Their findings are published in the Journal of Australian 
Indigenous Issues.

The researchers analysed the “implicit bias” of over 
11,000 Australian participants over a 10-year period, 
and how this can lead to racist attitudes or behaviour.

“The results are shocking, but not surprising,” said 
Australian report author Mr Siddharth Shirodkar, a 
PhD researcher based in the ANU College of Arts and 
Social Sciences.

“These results show there may be an implicit neg- 
ative bias against Indigenous Australians across the 
board, which is likely the cause of the racism that 
many First Australians experience.

“It is the first data of its kind for Australia and this 
evidence shows implicit or unconscious bias toward 
our first Australians is not imagined.

“This study presents stark evidence of the solid 
invisible barrier that Indigenous people face in society.

“But the data is actually not about Indigenous 
Australians, it’s about the rest of us.”

The results show it is likely that many people who 
hold these views have no awareness of their prejudice.

“As it is often unconscious, implicit bias can seep 
seamlessly into the everyday decisions at all levels of 
society,” said Mr Shirodkar.

“If you implicitly see Indigenous people in a neg- 
ative light then that is going to affect all of your 
interactions and dealings with Indigenous people. 
We can only imagine the impact of that collective 
negativity on outcomes for Indigenous Australians.”

The test measured how quickly participants paired 
positive and negative words with historical images of 
Indigenous and Caucasian Australians.

Regardless of their occupations or levels of educ- 
ation, on average people displayed a negative bias 
against Indigenous faces. The same was found for 
people from all religions, as well as people who do 
not identify as being part of any religion.

Almost all ethnicities on average displayed bias 
against Indigenous Australians but people who iden-
tified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander were 
statistically unbiased toward either group.

“It suggests Indigenous Australians are likely to be 
in the best position to make unbiased decisions about 
other Indigenous people,” said Mr Shirodkar.

Australian male participants showed a higher neg- 
ative bias than females and people with all levels of 
education were guilty of bias.

People’s bias is regardless of gender, age, 
ethnicity, occupation, religion, education 
level, geography or political leanings, 
according to the findings.

Western Australian and Queensland participants 
recorded the highest average scores for bias. Particip- 
ants from the Northern Territory and the ACT recorded 
the lowest average levels of bias in the country.

As the test is online and free for anyone to under- 
take, researchers say it is more likely to draw in people 
who want to prove their lack of bias.

“The results may therefore under-report the extent 
of implicit bias in Australia,” Mr Shirodkar said.

Anyone can take the Australian Implicit Association Test 
from the follow link: https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/
australia/takeatest.html

Australian National University (9 June 2020). Three in 
four people hold negative view of Indigenous people. 

Retrieved from www.anu.edu.au on 4 November 2020.
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AUSTRALIANS CAN NO LONGER LOOK 
AWAY FROM BLACK LIVES MATTER
RIGHT NOW OPINION PIECE BY LENA MOUNTFORD AND KEENAN MUNDINE

In May of this year (2020), African American man 
George Floyd’s last breath was taken as a crowd 
of helpless people watched in dismay. Floyd is one 
of many Black people who have been killed at the 
hands of a white police officer. As the world learns of 
police brutality in the US, Australians are too ready to 
ignore the deaths of Bla(c)k people (a distinct spelling 
referring to First Nations people) in their own country.

The last words of David Dungay Jr, five years 
earlier, were eerily similar to those of Floyd: “I 
can’t breathe, please! Let me up, please! I can’t 

breathe! I can’t breathe!” Dungay pleaded for his life 
in late 2015, as it was ripped away from him whilst 
under the care of Corrective Services NSW.

There are many similarities between these two men 
and how their deaths occurred. Dungay Jr and Floyd 
both died from ‘positional asphyxia’ (the aftermath of 
physical restraint that stops someone from breathing). 
The cause of death in both cases was also initially 
accounted for by pre-existing health conditions.

Following his death, videos and images of Floyd’s 
final moments circulated the internet. A private 
moment had now become a spectacle for the world 
to see, mirroring lynching that has historically taken 
place in the US. Lynching was used as a method for 
people to take justice into their own hands, specific- 
ally white people. This allowed white Americans to 
widen the racial divide.

Many assume lynching to be an American phenom-
enon while ignoring the mass murder of Aboriginal 
Tasmanians. Who is to say that the way Bla(c)k and 
Black individuals are being killed now is not just the 
2020 version of lynching? Certainly, it is continuing 
to widen the racial divide.

After the murder of Floyd and the international Black 
Lives Matter (BLM) movement, Australia is facing a 
wake-up call – one that is long overdue. Too often, 
these complex issues are regarded as something that 
is far away, removed from the ‘quiet Australian’ and 
our way of life. Yet it has barely been a month since 
the last Indigenous death in custody.

The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 
Custody began in 1987 and finished in 1991. In 1992, 
the government promised $400 million to implement 
the Royal Commission’s recommendations. But bet- 
ween 1992 and today, there have been at least 441 
Aboriginal people who have had their lives taken 
away from them while in police custody.

Since the famous 2008 apology to Aboriginal 
Australia, led by former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, 
incarceration rates have more than doubled, and many 
other ‘Closing the Gap’ targets have still not been met. 

Australia is still failing First Nations people. Will that 
change now that the BLM movement has dominated 
headlines this year? 

Keenan Mundine is the Co-Founder and Ambassador 
of Deadly Connections, a grassroots organisation that 
specialises in helping and assisting First Nations People 

About Black Lives Matter
#BlackLivesMatter was founded in 2013 in response to the acquittal 
of Trayvon Martin’s murderer. Black Lives Matter Global Network 
Foundation, Inc. is a global organization in the US, UK, and Canada, 
whose mission is to eradicate white supremacy and build local power 
to intervene in violence inflicted on Black communities by the state 
and vigilantes. By combating and countering acts of violence, creating 
space for Black imagination and innovation, and centering Black joy, 
we are winning immediate improvements in our lives.

Source: Black Lives Matter, https://blacklivesmatter.com

After the murder of Floyd and the international 
Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement, Australia 
is facing a wake-up call – one that is long 
overdue. Too often, these complex issues 
are regarded as something that is far away, 
removed from the ‘quiet Australian’ and our 
way of life. Yet it has barely been a month 
since the last Indigenous death in custody.
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who are impacted by the justice system. Mundine is a 
First Nations man himself and, having dealt with the 
Australian justice system before, knows better than 
anyone how prominent these issues are, especially 
when it comes to Aboriginal communities in areas like 
Redfern and Waterloo. He believes that the Australian 
and American situations are quite similar, with a 
couple of key differences.

The main difference is where the deaths take place. 
In America, these killings are happening out in the 
streets, far too often with a crowd that is left with an 
immense amount of vicarious trauma. Here in our 
backyard, these events usually take place behind 
closed doors, more often than not, in prison cells.

America’s controversial and detrimental gun laws 
can be linked to the cause of various deaths of Black 
individuals. Mundine said that the inaccessibility 
of firearms in Australia does not change the police 
brutality that takes place, it just changes the methods.

“How can we make it so a prison sentence is not a 
death sentence?” Mundine asked, “the system needs to 
be fixed.”

Now that the BLM movement has found a voice 
in our country, many Australians are now asking 
what role they can play in achieving racial equality. 
Mundine said that although there are myriad ways 
to support First Nations People, the most important 
aspect of this work is to listen, amplify the voices of 
the people you are trying to help and support them 
in achieving change.

Mundine explained that the Black Lives Matter move-
ment in Australia is not new, but has come to light of 
late as a result of how fast social media is growing:

“Society is becoming consciously aware of the impact of 
the issue of Black people losing their lives at the hands 
of the State … [people need to] challenge the negative 
stereotypes in your social circle, this could include calling 
out friends and family for their choice of language.” 

Changing the media you consume can also be 
beneficial, Mundine said, “actively supporting more 
Indigenous media such as NITV helps.”

He added, “[people] need to be aware of how main-
stream media can negatively represent the issues that 
First Nations People face.”

When asked about his personal experience with police 
brutality and what he has witnessed, Mundine was 
unable to answer, as these past events are something 
that constantly torments him. This is just another 
example of how these issues reach further than just 
those who are directly impacted. Simply witnessing 
a violent situation may leave an individual with life- 
long trauma that is rarely treated.

However, Mundine was still hopeful, saying, “the 
biggest thing that should change is accountability, 
being responsible for someone’s wellbeing. People 
working in the justice system need to know that this 
ill-treatment is not okay, this is not working.”

He concluded, “the way to be supportive is to be as 
angry as the people who are affected by these issues. 
You can do this by bringing this topic up, placing res- 
ponsibility on the people making the decisions, write 
to your local member and demand justice.”

Mountford, L, and Mundine, K (22 October 2020). Australians 
can no longer look away from BLM. Retrieved from 

http://rightnow.org.au on 4 November 2020.

Now that the BLM movement has found a 
voice in our country, many Australians are 
now asking what role they can play in 
achieving racial equality. 
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Instead of demonising Black Lives Matter 
protesters, leaders must act on their calls 
for racial justice
The BLM and Stop First Nations Deaths in Custody protests 
across Australia are calling for urgent and systemic 
change in the face of a lack of police accountability 
and insufficient government commitments. By Thalia 
Anthony, Annette Gainsford and Juanita Sherwood

The intensification of the Black Lives Matter move-
ment in the US in recent months has led to radical 
reform and action. The police officers responsible 

for the killing of George Floyd were all charged with 
serious offences, including one with second-degree 
murder. The city of Minneapolis voted to replace its 
police force with a “new system of public safety”, while 
other cities have slashed their police budgets.

DEMANDS FOR JUDICIAL AND  
POLICE REFORM IN AUSTRALIA
The BLM and Stop First Nations Deaths in Custody 
protests across Australia since early June have similarly 
called for charges against police officers and prison 
guards responsible for deaths in custody, as well as an 
end to racialised police violence.

Another major protest is scheduled for today in 
Sydney amid warnings from Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison that demonstrators would be breaking the 
law by attending after organisers lost their appeal 
to overturn the Supreme Court ruling blocking it. 
Organisers offered to call it off if Premier Gladys 
Berejiklian committed to an investigation into the 
2015 death of Aboriginal prisoner David Dungay Jr.

The co-chair of the National Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Legal Services, Nerita Waight, said last 
month,

we cannot be silent while police violence is 
unchecked and continues to kill our people.

There has also been a push to implement the 339 
recommendations of the almost 30-year-old Royal 
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, 
which call for the use of arrest and imprisonment as 
a last resort, safer police and prison practices, inde- 
pendent investigations into deaths in custody and 
Aboriginal self-determination. In recent decades, how- 
ever, governments have defunded many First Nations 
organisations and programs that would enable success- 
ful implementation of these recommendations.

SMALL VICTORIES IN RECENT MONTHS
While there has been no movement on these larger 
structural issues just yet, the BLM protests have res-
ulted in smaller victories.

This month, the South Australian government com- 
mitted to funding a custody notification service to 
ensure all Aboriginal people who enter police custody 

have access to a call to the Aboriginal Legal Services. 
This service was recommended by the royal comm- 
ission and has saved First Nations lives in other states 
and territories. Another victory has been the initiation 
of a NSW parliamentary inquiry into how First Nations 
deaths in custody are investigated.

Ken Wyatt, the federal Indigenous affairs minister, 
has also met with Aboriginal peak organisations 
to discuss incorporating justice targets in the new 
Closing the Gap measures. Yet, these targets have not 
yet reined in police powers and the discriminatory 
over-policing of First Nations adults and children.

YET, VIOLENCE AGAINST FIRST 
NATIONS PEOPLES CONTINUES
Overwhelmingly, the Commonwealth and state gov- 
ernments have responded to the BLM protests in 
Australia with condemnation.

Police commissioners and political leaders in several 
states have sought to block protests to prevent the 
spread of coronavirus, threatening arrests and issu- 
ing fines. NSW Police Minister David Elliott said of 
the move to push ahead with today’s rally,

it’s actually arrogance and it’s probably the most 
dangerous act that anybody could do during a 
pandemic is organise a mass gathering.

Government leaders say they understand the “cause” 
and support the BLM movement, but not the means. 
Yet, they still have not responded to the movement’s 
demands for mitigating police violence against First 
Nations people.

In fact, when police attacks on Aboriginal people 
have been captured on phone cameras and televised in 
recent months, they have been defended by the police, 
commissioners and ministers. There have been at least 
five First Nations deaths in custody this year, with 
two in the last month alone. There are also increasing 
concerns for the lives of First Nations people in prisons 
as COVID-19 has begun to spread in institutions and 
youth detention centres in Victoria.

WHAT IT WILL TAKE TO BRING SYSTEMIC CHANGE
Urgent and systemic change is required to claw back 
decades of extended police powers in NSW under the 
Law Enforcement Powers and Responsibilities Act and 
redress the lack of accountability for the 438 First 
Nations deaths in custody since 1991 and the 99 deaths 
investigated by the royal commission. However, there 
are internal and external factors preventing this type 
of structural change.

On the one hand, the police have considerable power 
in Australia to influence decision-making at the parlia-
mentary level and the way the tabloid media report on 
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policing. The police unions also run active campaigns 
to defend officers charged in deaths in custody cases.

On the other hand, there has been a national 
silence about racialised police violence and deaths 
in custody of First Nations people. Gomeroi scholar 
Alison Whittaker describes this silence as embedded 
in “colonisation and white supremacy”.

Government leaders say they understand the 
“cause” and support the BLM movement, 
but not the means. Yet, they still have not 
responded to the movement’s demands for 
mitigating police violence against First 
Nations people.

The BLM movement has stimulated critical dis- 
cussions in Australia on racial injustice and how First 
Nations people have challenged and resisted racialised 
policing and custodial practices.

It has also opened up conversations on the historic 
role of the police in the assimilation, enslavement and 
massacre of First Nations peoples. These practices have 
disrupted First Nations cultures, laws, families, conn-
ections to Country, languages, health and wellbeing.

This is precisely why a holistic, nationwide truth-
telling process is so critical to hold the police to account 
for enforcing policies to eliminate First Nations people 
– in the past and today. We must decolonise our legal 
system to remove assumptions about the central role 
of the police in managing First Nations communities.

Truth-telling is not a one-off event, but a process of 
ongoing exchange. This requires reforming the educ- 
ation system: for instance, by emphasising diversity 
and cultural competency in the law and justice pro-
grams that produce the next generation of police and 
legal professionals. It also requires a commitment to 
independent investigations for deaths in custody and 

police violence.
Truth-telling can be a mechanism for structural 

change and reparations, as well. This requires reset-
ting police strategies to reduce their disproportionate 
surveillance of First Nations people and ensuring 
police accountability.

Enacting policies, such as the NSW Police Aboriginal 
Strategic Direction 2018-2023 to improve relation-
ships between officers and Aboriginal communities, 
is meaningless if Aboriginal people are still being dis- 
proportionately stopped and searched as part of police 
detection targets.

In the absence of truth-telling processes, police acc- 
ountability and government commitments to de- 
centre the police from the lives of First Nations people, 
the BLM street protests will continue. It’s the only way 
for First Nations people and their allies to be heard, to 
educate and to elevate calls for justice.
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CHAPTER 2

Responding to racism

Chapter 2 Responding to racism 

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS: RACIAL 
DISCRIMINATION AND VILIFICATION
A GUIDE FROM THE AUSTRALIAN 
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

What is racial discrimination?

Racial discrimination is when a person is treated 
less favourably than another person in a similar 
situation because of their race, colour, descent, 

national or ethnic origin or immigrant status.
For example, it would be ‘direct discrimination’ if 

a real estate agent refuses to rent a house to a person 
because they are of a particular racial background or 
skin colour.

It is also racial discrimination when there is a rule or 
policy that is the same for everyone but has an unfair 
effect on people of a particular race, colour, descent, 
national or ethnic origin or immigrant status. This is 
called ‘indirect discrimination’.

For example, it may be indirect racial discrimination 
if a company says that employees must not wear hats or 
other headwear at work, as this is likely to have an unfair 
effect on people from some racial/ethnic backgrounds.

What is racial hatred or racial vilification?
Racial hatred (sometimes referred to as vilification) is 
doing something in public based on the race, colour, 
national or ethnic origin of a person or group of people 
which is likely to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate.

Examples of racial hatred may include:
	• Racially offensive material on the internet, 

including eforums, blogs, social networking sites 
and video sharing sites

	• Racially offensive comments or images in a newspaper, 
magazine or other publication such as a leaflet or flyer

	• Racially offensive speeches at a public rally
	• Racially abusive comments in a public place, such 

as a shop, workplace, park, on public transport 
or at school

	• Racially abusive comments at sporting events 
by players, spectators, coaches or officials.

How am I protected from racial 
discrimination and racial hatred?
The Racial Discrimination Act aims to ensure that 
Australians of all backgrounds are treated equally and 
have the same opportunities.

This Act makes it against the law to treat you un- 
fairly, or to discriminate against you, on the grounds 
of race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin, and 
immigration status. The Act also makes racial hatred 
against the law.

The Act gives effect to Australia’s obligations under 
the International Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Racial Discrimination, to which Australia is 
committed.

What does the Racial Discrimination Act do?
The Act protects you against discrimination in many 
areas of public life, including:
	• Employment – getting a job, terms and conditions 

of a job, training, promotion, being dismissed
	• Education – enrolling or studying in a course at a 

private or public school, college or university
	• Accommodation – renting or buying a house or unit
	• Getting or using services – such as banking and 

insurance services, services provided by government 
departments, transport or telecommunication 
services, professional services like those provided by 
lawyers, doctors or tradespeople, services provided 
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by restaurants, shops or entertainment venues
	• Accessing public places – such as parks, government 

offices, restaurants, hotels or shopping centres.

The Act also protects you if you are harassed because 
of your race.

What about discrimination and 
harassment at work?
The Racial Discrimination Act covers situations where 
you feel that, because of your race, you have been:
	• Refused employment
	• Dismissed
	• Denied a promotion, transfer or other 

employment-related benefits
	• Given less favourable terms or conditions of 

employment

	• Denied equal access to training opportunities
	• Selected for redundancy
	• Harassed.

It doesn’t matter if you are applying for a job, are 
an apprentice or trainee, on probation, work part-
time or full-time, or if you are a casual or permanent 
employee – you are protected by the Act.

The law covers all types of employers, including: the 
Commonwealth and state governments; the private 
sector; as well as contract and commission-based work; 
and recruitment and employment agencies.

Employers have a legal responsibility to take all 
reasonable steps to prevent racial discrimination and 
should have policies and programs in place to prevent 
racial discrimination in the workplace.

When is racial hatred not against the law?
The Racial Discrimination Act aims to strike a balance 
between the right to communicate freely (‘freedom of 
speech’) and the right to live free from racial hatred 
or vilification.

To strike this balance, the Act outlines some things 
that are not against the law, provided they are ‘done 
reasonably and in good faith’ – even if they are done 
in public.

Under the Act, the things that are not against the 
law if they are “done reasonably and in good faith” are:
	• An artistic work or performance – for example, 

International anti-racism laws
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS

A 
number of international laws – known as 
conventions and treaties – have been developed 
by the United Nations to counter racism and 

eliminating racial discrimination. These international 
laws require countries to work towards the elimination 
of all forms of racial discrimination around the world. 
Australia is a party to the following conventions: 

	h International Labour Organisation Discrimination (Employment 
and Occupation) Convention (No. 111) (1958)

	h UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination 
in Education (1960)

	h International Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Racial Discrimination (1965)

	h International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights (1966)

	h International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966)
	h Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)
	h First Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (1991)

INTERNATIONAL DECLARATIONS
In addition to international treaties and conventions, there 
are several international declarations of principles, which 
express aspirations to eliminate racial discrimination. These 
declarations are developed through the United Nations 
or other international bodies such as the United Nations 

Education, Social and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). These 
declarations differ from treaties because they do not always 
impose binding international legal obligations. However, 
they are morally binding and influence over countries to 
set acceptable standards of human rights protections. 
Declarations relating to anti-racism include:

	h Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Racial Discrimination (1963)

	h Declaration on the Promotion among Youth of the 
Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect and Understanding 
between Peoples (1965)

	h UNESCO Declaration on Fundamental Principles 
concerning the Contribution of the Mass Media to 
Strengthening Peace and International Understanding, 
to the Promotion of Human Rights and to Countering 
Racialism, Apartheid and Incitement to War (1978)

	h UNESCO Declaration on Race and Racial Prejudice (1978)
	h Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance 

and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief (1981)
	h Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National 

or Ethnic, Religious or Linguistic Minorities (1992)
	h United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) (2007).

Source: Racism. No Way!, International law relating to 
racism and discrimination, https://racismnoway.com.au/

about-racism/australian-legislation-international-law/
international-law-relating-to-racism-and-discrimination/

A Maori man, working for a building company claimed 
that his co-workers used offensive terms, such as ‘blacks’ 
and ‘niggers’, in his presence.

He made a complaint to the company director which led 
to his co-workers refusing to work with him. This led 
to him being made a casual, and eventually, not being 
offered any more work by his boss.

Through conciliation, the company agreed to pay the 
man financial compensation, provide him with a written 
reference and arrange anti-discrimination training for 
company staff.
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a play in which racially offensive attitudes are 
expressed by a character.

	• A statement, publication, discussion or debate 
made for genuine academic or scientific purposes – 
for example, discussing and debating public policy 
such as immigration, multiculturalism or special 
measures for particular groups.

	• Making a fair and accurate report on a matter of 
public interest – for example, a fair report in a 

newspaper about racially offensive conduct.
	• Making a fair comment, if the comment is an 

expression of a person’s genuine belief.

What can I do if I experience 
discrimination or racial hatred?
You may want to deal with the situation yourself by 
raising it directly with the person or people involved or 
with a supervisor, manager or discrimination/harass-
ment contact officer.

Making a complaint to the Commission
If this does not resolve the situation, or you do not feel 

Australia’s anti-racism laws and policies

W
hen Australia becomes a party to an 
international convention, the terms of the 
convention create binding obligations in 

international law. As a party to an international 
convention, the Australian government is required to 
meet its binding international obligations, which it 
does in a range of ways through legislation, policies 
and programs, and through symbolic means.

Many of Australia’s these anti-racism obligations are 
incorporated into Australian law, including the following:

Commonwealth Racial Discrimination Act (1975)
The Racial Discrimination Act (RDA) gives effect to Australia’s 
obligations under the International Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.

Commonwealth Racial Hatred Act (1995)
The Racial Hatred Act extends the coverage of the Racial 
Discrimination Act (RDA) to allow people to complain 
about racially offensive or abusive behaviour. In 1995, the 
Racial Hatred Act amended the RDA by adding in new laws 
specifically dealing with racial vilification. The Racial Hatred 
Act gives effect to some of Australia’s obligations under the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the 
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Racial Discrimination.

Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986
The Act gives effect to a range of international conventions and 
declarations. The Act also enables the Australian Human Rights 
Commission to investigate complaints of breaches of these 
conventions by Commonwealth Government agencies, and 
investigate complaints of racial discrimination by employers.

The Commission also carries out research into racism issues, 
promotes awareness of rights, and prepares reports detailing 
how Australia protects these human rights.

Commonwealth policies
	h The Prime Minister, with the support of the Leader of the 

Opposition, made a Parliamentary Statement on Racial 
Tolerance in October 1996.

	h The People of Australia – Australia’s Multicultural 
Policy was launched on 16 February 2011 and reaffirms 
the importance of a culturally diverse and socially 
cohesive nation. The policy demonstrates the Australian 
Government’s commitment to multiculturalism being at 
the heart of Australia’s national identity and intrinsic to 
its history and character.

	h In October 2016, the Government formally reaffirmed  
its commitment to racial respect.

Source: Racism. No Way!, Commonwealth of Australia 
Laws and Policies, https://racismnoway.com.au/about-racism/

australian-legislation-international-law/commonwealth-laws-and-policies/

A woman from El Salvador said she was harassed and 
bullied by a co-worker during her employment with an 
organisation.

She said she raised her concerns with management and 
was told “you are being too emotional – this is because 
you are from South America”. The woman’s position was 
subsequently made redundant and she alleged that this 
constituted racial discrimination.

The organisation acknowledged that the woman had 
a dispute with a colleague and had complained to 
management. The organisation denied that comments 
connected to the woman’s ethnic background were made 
as alleged. The organisation said the redundancy was due 
to a genuine restructure.

The complaint was resolved through conciliation with 
an agreement that the organisation would provide 
the woman with a Statement of Regret and financial 
compensation. The organisation also agreed to have staff 
complete anti-discrimination training within 6 months of 
the conciliation conference.
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comfortable doing this, you can make a complaint to 
the Australian Human Rights Commission. You can also 
have someone such as a solicitor, advocate or trade 
union make a complaint on your behalf.

It does not cost anything to make a complaint to 
the Commission.

Your complaint needs to be put in writing. The 
Commission has a complaint form that you can fill 
in and post or fax to us or you can lodge a complaint 
online at our website. If you are not able to put your 
complaint in writing, we can help you with this.

The complaint should say what happened, when and 
where it happened and who was involved. A complaint 
can be made in any language. If you need a translator 
or interpreter, we can arrange this for you.

What will happen with my complaint?
When the Commission receives a complaint about 
something that is covered by the Racial Discrimination 
Act, the President of the Commission can investigate 
the complaint and try to resolve it by conciliation.

The Commission is not a court and cannot determine 
that discrimination has happened. The Commission’s 
role is to get both sides of the story and help those 
involved resolve the complaint. Commission staff may 
contact you to get further information about your 
complaint.

Generally, the Commission will tell the person or 
organisation the complaint is against (the respondent) 
about your complaint and give them a copy of the 
complaint. The Commission may ask the respondent 
for specific information or a detailed response to your 
complaint.

Where appropriate, the Commission will invite 
you to participate in conciliation. Conciliation is an 
informal process that allows you and the respondent 
to talk about the issues and try to find a way to resolve 
the complaint.

If your complaint is not resolved or it is discontinued 
for another reason, you can take your complaint to the 
Federal Court of Australia or the Federal Magistrates 
Court.

What can I do to prevent discrimination?
Everyone has a role to play to help ensure that people 
from diverse cultures and backgrounds have the same 
opportunities as other Australians to participate in the 
political, economic and social life of our communities 

A Kenyan man was told by a real estate company that he 
was required to vacate the premises he rented from them.

He claimed that, even though he had negotiated a date 
on which he would vacate the premises, the company 
changed the locks on the unit without telling him. He 
also claimed that when he went to the unit to collect 
his property, he was racially abused by the company 
director’s family member.

The company agreed that it had changed the locks on the 
unit but said that it only did this because the man’s rent 
was in arrears. The company director’s family member 
also denied racially abusing the man.

The complaint was conciliated, with the individual family 
member agreeing to pay the man financial compensation 
and attend anti-discrimination training.
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by letting us know what is happening.
The Commission undertakes a wide range of activ- 

ities to build awareness about the rights and respon-
sibilities that individuals and organisations have 
under the Racial Discrimination Act.

There is also a major focus on undertaking research 
and education projects to tackle racism and promote 
greater understanding between people of different 
cultures and backgrounds. Projects have included nat-
ional consultations, conferences, community forums 
and online forums.

The Commission has developed resources to 
assist sporting organisations and employers respond 
to and benefit from cultural diversity. Education 
resources have also been developed for schools and 
communities.

You can find out more about what we’re doing by 
visiting: https://humanrights.gov.au/our-work/race- 
discrimination

National Anti-Racism Partnership and Strategy
In February 2011, the Commonwealth Government 
announced Australia’s new multicultural policy, The 
People of Australia. A key component of the policy 
was the establishment of a new national partnership 
to develop and implement a comprehensive National 
Anti-Racism Strategy for Australia.

The Race Discrimination Commissioner is leading 
the development and delivery of the National Anti-
Racism Partnership and Strategy, and a Secretariat has 
been established within the Australian Human Rights 
Commission.

For more information, please go to: https://human 
rights.gov.au/our-work/race-discrimination/projects/
national-anti-racism-strategy-and-racism-it-stops-
me-campaign

Where can I get more information?
The Australian Human Rights Commission’s 
contact details are:
Postal address:
Australian Human Rights Commission
GPO Box 5218 Sydney NSW 2001
Street address:
Level 3, 175 Pitt Street Sydney NSW 2000
Phone: (02) 9284 9600 or 1300 369 711
TTY: 1800 620 241 (toll free)
Fax: (02) 9284 9611
Email: communications@humanrights.gov.au
Website: www.humanrights.gov.au

Complaints
Complaint Info line: 1300 656 419 (local call)
Email: complaintsinfo@humanrights.gov.au
Online: You can make a complaint online by going to
www.humanrights.gov.au/complaints_information/
online_form/index.html

If you need an Auslan interpreter, the Commission 
can arrange this for you.

If you are blind or have a vision impairment, the 
Commission can provide information in alternative 
formats on request.

Other contact points for racial hatred complaints
If you are concerned about offensive media stories, 
broadcasts or online content, you can complain to 
the Australian Communications and Media Authority 
(ACMA); the Advertising Standards Board for advert-
isements; or the Australian Press Council for newspaper 
stories.

You can also complain to the Editor or Manager of 
the particular media organisation involved.

If you are concerned about offensive behaviour by 
neighbours, you can approach a Community Justice 
Centre to help resolve the problem, or the Department 
of Housing if you live in public housing.

If you are threatened with violence or violently 
attacked you should go to the police.

General legal advice
If you are thinking about making a complaint, you 
might also want to consider obtaining legal advice or 
contacting your trade union.

There are community legal services that can provide 
free advice about discrimination and harassment. 
Contact details for your closest community legal centre 
can be found at: www.naclc.org.au/directory

© Australian Human Rights Commission.

Australian Human Rights Commission. Racial 
Discrimination – Know Your Rights. Retrieved from 
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TAKE ACTION AGAINST RACISM
A great way to take action against racism is by 
becoming a supporter of the Racism. It Stops With 
Me campaign. This will help you stay up to date with 
ongoing initiatives and opportunities to advocate 
for racial equality.

In addition to becoming a supporter, there are many 
other ways you can take action against racism in 
Australia. Some are quick and easy, others take a 

little more time and effort – but can have a far greater 
impact. This page lists a few ways you can help.

SPREAD THE WORD
We’ve created a Supporters Toolkit to help you pro- 
mote the campaign against racism. It includes social 
media assets, posters, and a range of other material, 
which you can download and use.

You could support the campaign by:
	• Downloading social media assets to publish 

on your social media channels.
	• Printing a Racism. It Stops With Me poster 

and displaying it at your workplace, school or 
somewhere in your local community.

	• Very soon, you’ll be able to order merchandise 
supporting the Racism. It Stops With Me campaign, 
much of it available for free. Watch this space 
for details.

	• Follow the Australian Human Rights Commission 
on social media and share our posts with your 
networks to promote a more harmonious society.

	• Apply the Racism. It Stops With Me picture frame 
to your Facebook profile.

	• Use the #ItStopsWithMe hashtag when posting 
on social media about related issues.

FOR ORGANISATIONS
Training and support
Are you considering ways to improve the culture with- 
in your organisation, or to promote greater diversity? 
Contact the Commission at training@humanrights.
gov.au.

We provide customised training and support ser- 
vices to organisations, whether they are corporate or 
community oriented.

Anti-racism merchandise
Your workplace or organisation can order Racism. It 

RESPOND TO RACISM

U
nfortunately, racism happens. Sometimes it appears as everyday racism, for instance a joke or a comment 
that is not directed at anyone in particular. If you’re looking for ways to deal with this, check out our article 
on Bystander action (pages 36-38). There are suggestions for responding to racism in different situations. 

Sometimes racism is directed at an individual. If you experience this, or witness it happening to someone else, 
there are three things to remember, according to Racism. It Stops With Me:

SUPPORT | RECORD | REPORT

The first thing is to SUPPORT the person targeted.
There are plenty of ways to do this, depending on the circumstance. Our article on Bystander action provides great 
advice for how to respond to racial abuse in public places.

If you are the person being targeted, you might need to seek support. If you feel threatened or in danger, call the police by 
phoning 000. Being the target of racism can be distressing, so you might like to talk to someone afterwards. Make sure you 
look after your wellbeing.

Next, RECORD the incident.
If it happens in public, video the incident on your phone if you can. If it happens online, take a screenshot. If you can’t do 
either of those things, it can be helpful to make some notes afterwards.

This can help authorities follow up in case the incident requires further attention. It can help them identify the perpetrator 
and ensure appropriate action can be taken in response to their behaviour.

Finally, REPORT the incident.
This might simply involve telling someone in a position of responsibility. If the incident happens on public transport, you 
could tell the driver or train guard. If it happens in a public venue, you could tell a security guard or member of staff.

You should always call the police on 000 if you think you or somebody else may be in danger. You can also report 
behaviour that you think might be a criminal offence by phoning the police on 131 444.

You can make a complaint about racism or discrimination to the Australian Human Rights Commission. 
You can also phone the Commission for advice on 1300 656 419 04 or (02) 9284 9600.

If the incident happens online, you can report it to the Office of the eSafety Commissioner. Most social media platforms, 
such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, also handle complaints about offensive content.

© Australian Human Rights Commission.
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Stops With Me merchandise to distribute to staff, 
clients and partners.

Create customised posters
We can help your organisation create customised 
Racism. It Stops With Me posters to place on notice- 
boards, in lunchrooms or lobbies. Email antiracism 
secretariat@humanrights.gov.au to find out more.

Acknowledge traditional owners
Does your organisation acknowledge the traditional 
owners at the start of meetings? This small ritual helps 
foster a culture of respect for Australia’s first peoples.

Implement strategies
There are many ways organisations can tackle racism. 
The Challenging Racism project provides practical 
strategies organisations can adopt to promote social 
harmony and diversity.

VOLUNTEER
Think about your local community – are there any org- 
anisations or activities you can participate in to support 
multicultural or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
groups? It could be helping refugees or recent migrants 
to learn English, or helping with shopping, or driving 
lessons. It could be connecting with local Aboriginal 
or Torres Strait Islander community organisations to 
hear from them about ways you can support them and 
their communities.

You could also volunteer with established organisat-
ions that support Indigenous or diverse communities. 
There are many such organisations – here are just a 
few you might consider:
	• The Asylum Seekers Centre in Sydney 

https://asylumseekerscentre.org.au
	• The Asylum Seekers Resource Centre in Melbourne 

https://asrc.org.au
	• Amnesty International in all capital cities 

https://action.amnesty.org.au
	• Seed Mob (Indigenous Youth Climate Network) 

www.seedmob.org.au
	• Deadly Connections (breaking the cycle of 

disadvantage in Indigenous Communities) 
www.deadlyconnections.org.au

	• Common Ground (sharing the cultures, histories 
and lived experiences of First Nations peoples) 
www.commonground.org.au

	• Children’s Ground (breaking the cycle of 
disadvantage for indigenous children) 
https://childrensground.org.au

	• The Story Factory (creative writing for children, 
including many who are Indigenous or culturally 
diverse, in Sydney) 
www.storyfactory.org.au

	• The Healing Foundation (supports survivors 
of the stolen generations and their families) 
https://healingfoundation.org.au

	• Justice Reinvest NSW (campaigning for better 
investment in social services) 

www.justreinvest.org.au
	• Aboriginal Legal Service (there’s one in each state) 

www.alsnswact.org.au
	• Sisters Inside (supports women in prisons, 

including many Indigenous women) 
https://sistersinside.com.au

DONATE
There are many charities doing good work to support 
diverse communities and oppose racism. Most of the 
organisations listed in the ‘Volunteer’ section, above, 
also rely on donations.

In addition to these, you might contribute to:
	• Organisations that support asylum seekers 

and new migrants
	• Campaigns for justice for the families of 

Indigenous people who have died in custody
	• Charities that provide much needed support to 

culturally and linguistically diverse communities.

When making donations it can be a good idea to 
find out about the organisation and the work it does.

If you’re not able to make financial contributions, you 
might like to donate books to the Indigenous Literacy 
Foundation. The Refugee Council of Australia also has 
a long list of organisations that accept donations of 
food, clothes and other essentials.

SPEND WISELY
We sometimes hear about people and organisations 
withdrawing as customers from businesses that do 
the wrong thing and give a platform to racism, or fail 
to act against it.

You, and any organisations you’re associated with, 
can also support businesses that embrace diversity, are 
run by culturally diverse groups or are set up to benefit 
a specific community.

A great way to show practical, financial support is 
by supporting social enterprises set up to improve the 
employment opportunities of specific communities, 
like recently arrived refugees and asylum seekers or 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander young people.

There are also many companies that embody cult-
ural diversity: These range from corporate services 
that provide legal advice, design work or video pro- 
duction to culturally diverse catering companies, or 
collectives of Indigenous artists. The Supply Nation 
website (https://supplynation.org.au) provides a data-
base of certified Indigenous businesses across a wide 
variety of sectors.

The Commission is currently developing its own list 
of culturally diverse suppliers, and will soon make it 
publicly available, to give you more ideas.

© Australian Human Rights Commission.

Australian Human Rights Commission. Take Action. Retrieved from 
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BYSTANDER ACTION
Taking action against racism is a powerful statement 
of support for the person targeted, and it can make 
the perpetrator think twice about their actions, 
according to this advice from the Australian 
Human Rights Commission

Witnessing racism can be uncomfortable, but 
when bystanders stay silent, it sends the 
message that racism is acceptable. Bystanders 

sometimes don’t respond because they feel awkward, 
or don’t want to become a target of abuse themselves. 
This page helps overcome those barriers by provid- 
ing useful strategies for taking action and standing up 
to racism.

When responding, always assess the situation and 
never put yourself at risk. Your actions don’t need to 
involve confrontation.

TAKING ACTION IN PUBLIC
Support
If you see someone being racially targeted in public, 
a powerful symbol of support is to go and sit or stand 
next to them and check if they’re OK. This also sends 
a message to the perpetrator that their actions are 
not acceptable.

You can say something to the perpetrator if it feels 
safe. This doesn’t have to be aggressive – in fact it’s 
much better if you stay calm. It could be as simple as: 
“Why don’t you leave him/her alone?”

A useful tip is to avoid calling the person racist, 
because this will only make them defensive, and 
they’ll probably stop listening to you. Better to crit- 
icise the comments, not the person. Asking open-
ended questions is often a good way to make the 
perpetrator think about their actions. For example:

	• “Why did you say that?”
	• “Why do you think that’s funny?”
	• “What do you mean by that?”

You might also feel comfortable offering your own 
thoughts or feelings about the person’s actions, such 
as:
	• “I don’t agree with you”
	• “I don’t think that’s really fair”
	• “I find that pretty offensive”

Allies can be important in public settings. Often, 
if you speak up others will support you. When a few 
people come together as strangers to speak against 
racism, it sends a powerful message for change.

Record
It’s also good to video the incident on your phone if 
you can. This can help authorities follow up after-
wards in case the incident requires further attention. 
It can help them identify the perpetrator and ensure 
that appropriate action can be taken in response to 
their behaviour. If recording the incident is not an 
option, you could make a few notes afterwards to 
help remember the details.

Report
This might simply involve telling someone in a posit- 
ion of responsibility. If the incident happens on public 
transport, you could tell the driver or train guard. If 
it happens at a public venue, you could tell a security 
guard or member of staff.

You should always call the police on 000 if you think 
you or somebody else may be in danger. You can also 
report behaviour that you think might be a criminal 
offense by phoning the police on 131 444.
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Anyone who experiences racism or discrimination 
can also make a complaint to the Australian Human 
Rights Commission. You can phone the Commission 
for advice on 1300 656 419 04 or (02) 9284 9600.

TAKING ACTION ONLINE
Racism often occurs online, particularly on social media. 
Perpetrators sometimes feel more emboldened than 
they would in real-world settings, but the impacts of 
online racism can be just as real.

If you witness racism on social media or elsewhere 
online:
1. It’s often best to ignore the post and consider 

blocking future posts from the person. It may be 
better not to engage with them, as they often want 
you to react in order to start an argument.

2. In some situations you may feel it is productive to 
comment. If someone is personally targeted online, 
offering support can be a powerful statement of 
solidarity. Sometimes, if the person who has made 
offensive remarks happens to be a friend, consider 
letting them know you disagree with what they’ve 
said. A positive attitude always sets a good example 
and is likely to prompt a more positive response. 
Beware of feeding the trolls and getting sucked into 
an argument.

3. If the post is on a page you moderate, consider 
hiding or deleting the comment.

4. Taking a screenshot of the offensive material and 
saving it to your computer can be a good idea. It 
may be useful later if any follow-up is needed and 
the person deletes what they have published.

5. Most social media platforms, such as Facebook, 
Twitter and YouTube have systems for handling 
complaints about offensive content. Consider alerting 
the platform, because they can remove the content.

6. You can also report the content to the office of 
the Office of the eSafety Commissioner. They can 
investigate the matter and follow up with 
the perpetrator.

IN SOCIAL SITUATIONS
Hearing racist comments in social situations can be 
awkward – especially if they come from family or friends.

Speaking up to the people closest to you, whether 
in response to a single incident or an ongoing pattern, 
is a unique challenge. Social dynamics, and the nature 
of people’s relationships come into play, and these can 
affect how comfortable we feel about speaking up.

Calling out racism does not need to be confrontat-
ional. Here are some ideas about how you can engage 
with people productively.

	• It’s important to stay calm. Getting angry or 
emotional will make the situation more difficult. It 
gives the person a reason to ignore you. Remaining 
calm will make them far more receptive.

	• It might be more productive to take the person 
aside for a private conversation, instead of talking 

to them in front of others. You could tell them that 
what they said earlier has been bothering you, and 
you’d like to ask them about it.

	• Don’t accuse the person of being racist because doing 
so will make them defensive and argumentative. 
Criticise the comment not the person.

	• Telling the person how their statement 
impacts you and how it makes you feel can be a 
non-confrontational way to make your point.

	• You could ask them questions. Sometimes a person 
may not be aware that what they’ve said is offensive. 
Asking them to clarify what they mean might help 
them explore their own ideas in a constructive way.

	• You might want to appeal to their sense of 
empathy. You could ask, for example, ‘How would 
you feel if that comment was made about you?’. 
This is often a better approach than presenting 
them with facts or figures.

	• It’s very important to listen to their perspective. As 
abhorrent as their views might seem, if you don’t 
listen to them they will not listen to you. Learning 
about their existing views might also provide 
opportunities for them to reflect and see things 
from a new perspective.

IN THE WORKPLACE
People are often unsure about how to respond to racism 
in the workplace because they worry about how it might 
affect their relationships with co-workers or their career 
prospects. Power imbalances can also come into play.

If you feel comfortable talking with a co-worker about 
racism, this can often be the best approach. Many of the 
same strategies outlined in the section on addressing 
racism in social situations (above) can be useful: You 
should stay calm; consider taking the person aside 
privately; appeal to their sense of empathy; criticise the 
comment and not the person; listen to their perspec-
tive; and you may want to ask them questions, or tell 
them how their words have impacted you.
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If you don’t feel comfortable approaching the per- 
son directly, most workplaces have systems that can 
make addressing racism a little easier. These include 
procedures for dealing with bullying or harassment, 
which can also be used to deal with racism.

You might also feel comfortable having a quiet 
conversation with a manager about how the person’s 
comments have impacted you at work. It may be that 
your manager is better placed to intervene.

AT SCHOOL OR UNIVERSITY
Racism in schools or universities provides a unique set 
of challenges – but schools and universities also pro-
vide useful structures and opportunities for addressing 
racism. It’s often a place where good responses can be 
modelled in a safe setting.

Peer pressure can contribute to racism in schools, 
but it can also present part of the solution. Having 
allies is important, so you should seek them out and 
make sure you are a good ally to others. Allies might 
include friends or other students in your year group, 
school leaders or older students, or teachers.

If you feel comfortable talking to someone about their 
offensive behaviour, many of the strategies outlined in 
the section on addressing racism in social situations 
(above) can be useful: You should stay calm; consider 
taking the person aside privately; appeal to their sense 
of empathy; criticise the comment and not the person; 
listen to their perspective; and you may want to ask 
them questions, or tell them how their words have 
impacted you.

If you don’t feel comfortable talking to them dir-
ectly, there are other options. You could approach 
a teacher, explain the situation and ask them for 
assistance. Many schools have support services for 
students, and teachers should be able to explain the 
options available to you.

Talking about racism is part of the curriculum in 
Australian high schools. If racism has been an issue in 
your school, lessons dedicated to racism can be a good 
forum for addressing it.

Some Australian schools even have a designated 
anti-racism contact officer, and specific systems for 
reporting racist behaviour. You should find out what 
systems your school has in place to deal with racism.

Most schools have student leaders, who may be able 
to offer support or advice. At universities, the student 
union will be able to direct you to support services.

Many schools and universities also run dedicated 
anti-racism campaigns, led by students or teachers. 
Initiating a campaign within your school, or talking 
to others about creating this kind of campaign, can be 
a powerful way to tackle racism on a larger scale. A 
really great example is the anti-racism pledge, where 
students and teachers sign their names to pledge they 
will speak out against racism if they ever witness it.

	• There are some excellent resources for students and 
teachers on the Racism. No Way website, and there’s 
information about taking the anti-racism pledge.

	• The NSW Department of Education has published 
a detailed guide to help teachers and principals 
eliminate racism from their campus.

© Australian Human Rights Commission.
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BE A GOOD ALLY
THE AUSTRALIAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION EXPLAINS HOW 
TO BE A GOOD ALLY TO PEOPLE WHO EXPERIENCE RACISM

HOW TO BE A GOOD ALLY

A good ally to people who experience racism is 
someone who actively recognises and addresses 
racial inequality around them – whether it’s at 

school or in their workplace, in their community or 
online, or among family and friends. Being an ally is 
not about ‘saving’ people who are living with racism 
– it’s about being aware of inequality, calling it out 
where it exists, and above all listening to people who 
experience it, and elevating their voices.

This page provides suggestions for how you can 
be a good ally to people from racially and culturally 
diverse backgrounds.

EDUCATE YOURSELF
The first step towards being a good ally is having a 
thorough understanding of the ways in which racism 
appears in society, and how each type of racism 
impacts people. It’s also about understanding your 
own privilege and unconscious bias.

This article provides an introduction to the differ- 
ent kinds of racism that exist. However, the factors 
that enable and perpetuate racism can be complex. 
There is always more to learn, and as you increase your 
knowledge and understanding, you will increasingly 
become a better ally. That’s why we’ve also provided a 
list of further resources that can help grow your under- 
standing of the issues associated with racism.

Educating yourself about racism also includes 
learning about your own privilege and bias. Each of 
us engages in society from a different perspective, 
and with that comes certain experiences, beliefs and 
preferences. Often, we are not conscious of our own 
bias and privilege until we make the effort to become 
aware of them. Examining your own bias and place in 
society is a vital part of being a good ally.

Everyone has unconscious bias. Researchers at 
Harvard University developed a method to help detect 
unconscious bias. It’s called the Implicit Association 
Test, and it’s available for anyone to do online. Take 
the test to learn more about your own bias: https://
implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html

THINK ABOUT YOUR PRIVILEGE
Allies who recognise their privilege, especially those 
who have more privilege, are powerful voices along- 
side marginalised voiced.

A good ally, first and foremost, supports the voices 
of individuals and communities that struggle to be 
heard because of inequality or disadvantage, and pro- 
motes those voices instead of speaking for them.

TAKE THE TIME TO LISTEN
No two experiences are the same. Unless you have 

experienced racism and inequality it is very hard to 
understand the experiences of individuals and com- 
munities who have lived with this reality.

We can however build our empathy for the experi-
ences of others by actively listening to their stories 
and experiences. Truth telling and storytelling are two 
important tools to educate the broader community 
about inequality and disadvantage.

A good ally can listen to these truths and stories 
without being defensive or judgemental, and can help 
to address the underlying institutional and systemic 
barriers that contribute to inequality and disadvant- 
age in our society.

Every person of colour and every Indigenous person 
has a story. Many activists, artists and others have 
shared their truths and stories. Some great examples 
of truth telling in action include Stan Grant’s landmark 
speech, The Australian Dream and Cally Jedda’s TedX 
talk about the relationship between Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous Australians.

TALK TO YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY
Let’s Talk Race conversation guide can help you have 
difficult conversations about racism.

Being an ally is not about ‘saving’ people 
who are living with racism – it’s about being 
aware of inequality, calling it out where it 
exists, and above all listening to people who 
experience it, and elevating their voices.
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Having conversations about race or racism may not 
always feel comfortable, particularly with family and 
friends – but shying away can mean that important 
opportunities are missed, because these conversations 
are a chance to change people’s thinking.

The Bystander action article (pages 36-38) provides 
advice on addressing racism if ever you observe it 
among family and friends. But conversations about 
racism do not need to be critical – they are often 
about sharing your own insights with the people 
close to you.

It’s important that any conversation about race 
or racism focuses on actions instead of individuals. 
We all have bias of some kind – it’s part of being 
human – and criticising people for their prejudices 
can make them defensive. That’s why it’s often more 
constructive to focus on your actions, and how they 
can impact others. 

Another good way to engage friends and family in 
discussions about racism is to share stories with them. 
Newspaper articles, TV programs, or content on social 
media is often a good way to prompt discussion or 
provide new perspectives.

BE AN ALLY TO INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIANS
For advice on how to be a good ally to Indigenous 
Australians, we sought input from Summer May Finlay. 
She’s a Yorta Yorta woman, a writer, academic and 
public health practitioner. Here’s what she had to say:

1. If you witness racism, say something
 It’s essential to call out racism, whether it’s racist 

jokes, stereotypes or negative attitudes. If someone 
says something inappropriate, speak up. Silence 
condones racism.

 Example: Challenge racist social media post 
via comments.

2. Don’t expect Indigenous people to educate you
 Allies know Indigenous history through self-

education. Indigenous people are only about 3% 
of the population, and have different levels of 
knowledge about culture history. Therefore, it’s 
not reasonable to expect Indigenous people to 
educate you.

 Example: Learn about the impact of the Stolen 
Generations by watching Healing Foundation 
videos.

3. Appreciate the diversity among Indigenous people
 Indigenous people are not all the same. Differences 

may be based on age, gender, connection to culture, 
geography and nation. And remember, differences 
don’t make people more or less Indigenous.

 Example: Appreciate that Indigenous people may 
have different views on the same topic.

4. Please stick with us even when things are tough
 Championing Indigenous equity isn’t always easy. 

An ally stands with us at all times, not just when
 it is easy or fun.
 Example: Add your name to Indigenous-led campaigns 

and share them on social media.
5. Promote Indigenous voices
 Allies allow Indigenous people to speak for themselves. 

Centring Indigenous people on issues impacting 
them means making sure that their voices are 
heard.

 Example: On social media, promote articles, 
infographics and videos by Indigenous people 
or their organisations.

6. Be prepared to not be part of decision making
 Indigenous people live their culture, they 

experience the world as an Indigenous person and 
know their communities best. Therefore, a good 
ally appreciates Indigenous need to make the 
decisions impacting them.

 Example: Ask Indigenous people their views on 
matters relating to them rather than making 
decisions yourself.

7. Don’t go it alone
 Indigenous people should be leading events or 

issues involving Indigenous people. This means 
non-Indigenous people need to support Indigenous 
people to take the leadership role.

 Example: If a NAIDOC school event is being 
organised, make sure you ask the Indigenous 
person who is leading what you can do to help.

© Australian Human Rights Commission.
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When children are targets of racism, 
what can schools do to combat 
coronavirus-fuelled bullying?

As students head back into schools, how can we 
prevent coronavirus-linked racism from harming 
children? An ABC News report by Erin Handley

Niki was sprinting onto the soccer field when a 
couple of racist taunts stopped her in her tracks. 
“When I got onto the field, I think the first thing 

they said was ‘ching chong’. I just looked at them and 
I just ignored it,” Niki, who asked to be known by her 
nickname, told the ABC.

“And then they started saying ‘coronavirus’. They 
didn’t even know who I was.”

The 15-year-old from Melbourne, who has mixed 
Chinese and Indian heritage, confronted the girl on 
the opposing team.

“I got really angry. I said: ‘You shouldn’t really say 
that … it’s just not nice.”

She told her coach, who told her not to respond to 
the “immature” opponents, but Niki was also worried 
about her teammate, a girl with Filipino heritage.

“I was really scared for her. I don’t want anyone else 
to experience that,” she said.

Her mother, Lumin, who moved from China to 
Australia 20 years ago, said Niki’s concern had also 
extended to her family members.

“She’s worried about me now. She said: ‘Mum, don’t 
go to the supermarket alone’. Even [when] I go out for 
a walk, she actually calls me and she says: ‘Are you 
OK?’ … She’s never done that before,” Lumin said.

Lumin, a virologist, was one of hundreds of people 
who wrote to the ABC about their experiences of 
racism during the coronavirus pandemic.

Sadly, some of the reported racist incidents occurred 
when a child or young person was present.

As children trickle back into classrooms in some 
states from this week, what can students, parents and 
teachers do to combat racism?

Overcoming fear and fake news
Lumin echoed many other responders, who told the 
ABC racism was not a symptom of the coronavirus 
pandemic, but it had intensified existing anxieties 
and prejudices.

“I can understand people’s fear. If they don’t know, 
they don’t have this scientific background, they can be 

easily influenced by a lot of theories which don’t have 
grounds,” Lumin said.

“I think every crisis is an opportunity, to help us to 
reflect, to look back. I think maybe it’s a good oppor-
tunity to promote more science … for young kids to 
be able to have the ability to differentiate what is the 
truth, what is fake news.”

Some felt racist attitudes were absorbed in the home 
and that racism was spurred by misinformation on 
social media – like the ideas that the virus was “carried 
by Asians” or that “all Chinese people eat bats”.

Miranda Rowlands in Queensland, who has a mix 
of Greek, Italian, Maltese and Turkish heritage, feared 
the racist bullying she had experienced in her youth 
– taunts like “wog” – had warped, with race hate now 
targeting her daughter, Mya, who is adopted and has 
Vietnamese heritage.

“When the coronavirus started happening, I was 
concerned because I could see on social media there 
was a lot of hostility towards Asians,” she said.

“I know she’s a very independent, strong person, 
but so was I, and it still affects me 40 years later.”

Mya, 17, who has now finished school and is looking 
forward to starting university, said she has had people 
make racist comments to her and mimic Asian stereo-
types in front of her. She said racism has “definitely” 
become worse during COVID-19.

“When things turn really bad, people need some- 
one to blame. Because the coronavirus began in China, 
many Asians have become the target of racism,” she said.

“Most of us don’t really respond to it anymore. It’s 
become so normal that most of us laugh it off, rather 
than make it a big deal.

“I think being racist says something about that 

KEY POINTS
	h Social media was one of the main ways fake 

news about coronavirus spread.
	h Parents feared their children would be targeted 

because of their ethnicity.
	h State schools said racism is not tolerated and 

encouraged students to report bullying.
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person’s character. So the way I respond says some- 
thing about mine. I’d rather not react to them and 
satisfy them by getting upset.”

Racism should be ‘nipped in the bud’ in schools
Several respondents said better education was needed 
from a young age. They thought schools were an ideal 
arena in which to inform children about how harmful 
racism is, in an effort to stamp it out.

Kim, who has Vietnamese heritage and lives in WA, 
said she was shocked when a high-school boy hit her 
car, shouting: “You damned Chinese, [go] back to 
where you’re from!”

She didn’t report it – her children go to the same 
school, and she didn’t want them to be attacked or 
harassed.

“I admit this incident made me a bit worried when- 
ever I pick up my children. I’m not afraid of being 
attacked again, I just want my children [to be] safe,” 
she said.

“It may be too late to educate older Australians, but 
it may help younger generations.”

Jasmine, also from WA, agreed.
“We need to start educating our children whilst 

they are still young; to understand that belittling, 
ridiculing, being nasty and singling anybody out 
because of their skin colour is just wrong,” she said.

Sometimes students or parents didn’t report 
the incident to a teacher or school, feeling 
that no action would be taken or fearing 
they might expose their children to further 
harassment ...

Her daughter, 16, had heard “coronavirus” muttered 
at her by a group of younger students. Her daughter 
was trying not to let it get to her, Jasmine said.

“It creates a little bit of psychological stress, I think,” 
she said.

“When we start to see incidents popping up at school 
directed at kids, it creates a climate of fear. That’s not 
the Australian society I was hoping to live in.”

Miranda Rowlands in Queensland wanted to see a 
Government response to make society more harmon-
ious, in a way that wasn’t “false sincerity”.

“We have race laws in this country that are weak as 
water – they very rarely get taken seriously,” she said. 

“While we don’t call people out, people will con- 
tinue to think it’s socially acceptable to be a racist.”

Social media needs to be a key focus
Parents – and young people themselves – had some 
solutions for how to tackle racism when it happens in 
the schoolyard.

“If it was brought up in a big assembly or a meeting 
with your class or something like that, I would prob- 
ably feel really uncomfortable,” Niki said.

“I’d rather see posters in schools – not just about cor- 
onavirus, but about overall racism, and maybe for the 
school sites to send it to parents … or over social media.

“Because social media is one of the main platforms 
where negative energy about racism and different 
countries are spread.”

That rang true for Dvir Abramovich, chairman of 
the Anti-Defamation Commission, which runs Click 
Against Hate – an educational program which has 
received $3 million in Federal Government funding 
to be expanded in schools beyond Victoria.

“I am deeply alarmed that extremists are using the 
spread of COVID-19 to stoke a tinderbox of online 
hate, elevating fear and proliferating conspiracy 
theories and stereotypes targeting Asian-Australians, 
Jews, Muslims and other minorities,” he said.

“This pandemic has provided racists with a fertile 
ground to use this technological super-highway as 
a digital megaphone,” he said, adding social media 
allowed people to spread toxic ideas instantly, anony- 
mously and freely.

Dr Abramovich said bigoted attitudes were a learnt 
trait and his group has been working with schools to 
address intolerance and encouraged them to block 
and report online trolls.

“The program equips young adults with construc- 
tive and effective response strategies to combat hate 
experienced online and in the real world, urging them 
to take action when it happens to them or when they 
see it happening to others,” he said.

Jasmine from WA had a list of suggestions, ranging 
from appointing a discrimination and harassment 
officer, setting up a reporting process, having clear con- 
sequences as a deterrent for racist behaviour, impl-
ementing workshops about equality and enforcing 
anti-racist monitoring by teachers to protect vulner- 
able students.

“When schools try to do something, it gives parents 
more confidence to send their kids back, because 
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they trust they’ll be in a constructive environment,” 
she said.

She also found an online campaign that resonated 
with her – #UnityOverFear. High-profile Asian 
Australians started a #UnityOverFear petition to 
denounce racist attacks during the COVID-19 pan- 
demic, which has more than 57,000 signatures.

... But education departments in different 
states stressed racism was not tolerated and 
outlined a number of existing programs 
designed to quash racism in schools.

A #UnityOverFear campaign, run by the group 
Colour Code, which was established by GetUp, 
encourages people across Australia to take a photo 
of themselves and post it to social media under 
the hashtag, in order to stand against racism being 
perpetuated against Asian communities.

What are governments and 
schools doing about it?
Sometimes students or parents didn’t report the incid- 
ent to a teacher or school, feeling that no action would 
be taken or fearing they might expose their children 
to further harassment. But education departments in 
different states stressed racism was not tolerated and 
outlined a number of existing programs designed to 
quash racism in schools.

For racist attacks that take place online, the eSafety 
Commissioner has a reporting scheme for young 
people who have been targeted by cyberbullying.

In Victoria, there’s a Report Racism hotline for any- 
one who is not comfortable reporting an incident of 
racism in their school, or if they’re not happy with the 
school’s response.

That’s on top of new “Bully Stoppers” resources 
that specifically address racist bullying, as well as 
collaborations with multicultural groups, football 
clubs and creative groups; intercultural training for 
teachers, and workshops for students.

“We know that racism is a serious and persistent 
issue in society, and unfortunately our schools are not 
immune to this – that’s why there is a range of prog- 
rams addressing racism and promoting multi-
cuturalism,” a Victorian Department of Education 
spokesperson said in a statement.

Stephen Baxter, the deputy director-general for 
schools at the WA Department of Education, said inter- 
cultural understanding and acceptance is part of the 
state’s curriculum.

“Making sure that every student feels they belong 
to the school community, and are acknowledged for 
their contribution, is a priority for all public schools,” 
he said, adding students can access additional supp- 
ort, like school psychology services.

The NSW Department of Education said it was com-
mitted to eliminating racism and said all schools are 
required to have a trained Anti-Racism Contact Officer, 

who assists the principal and can provide advice on 
how to make a complaint about racism.

“In the context of COVID-19, we are aware that there 
have been reports of racist abuse and discrimination 
directed at some members of our community, in par- 
ticular people from Chinese and other Asian back-
grounds,” they said.

NSW Education Minister Sarah Mitchell said teachers 
and principals set a model for the whole school com- 
munity to follow, and the state’s Anti-Racism Policy 
helps them tackle the issue.

“Schools are a microcosm of our society and should 
reflect the values of our multicultural community, 
which is diverse and inclusive,” she said.

The Queensland Department of Education, mean-
while, said, “supporting students’ mental health and 
wellbeing during the coronavirus pandemic and as 
students transition back to school-based learning is a 
priority”, and they have developed COVID-19 advice 
for parents and carers. They added there were guid-
ance officers and online resources to assist victims of 
cyber-bullying.

“Any parent who is concerned their child has wit- 
nessed or been subject to bullying or discrimin- 
ation is encouraged to immediately contact their 
child’s school,” they said.

‘No excuse for racism’
Federal Minister for Education Dan Tehan said there 
was “no excuse for racism”.

“Racism is never OK. Our Government is focused 
on keeping Australians safe and keeping our children 
safe,” he said.

“Bullying and cyberbullying affect more and more of 
our kids and everyone has a role to play to stop racism.”

The Federal Department of Education pointed to a 
number of programs and resources schools could use to 
address bullying and racism to make schools safe, such 
as the Australian Student Wellbeing Framework, the 
Student Wellbeing Hub, and the Safe and Supportive 
School Communities Working Group (which runs the 
Bullying. No Way! website). That website encourages 
parents of bullied children to listen calmly, reassure 
their child they are not to blame, and ask them what 
they want to do, including contacting the school.

The Department highlighted that cyber safety is 
built into the schools curriculum up to year 10 and 
that $247 million was being provided over four years 
(between 2019 and 2022) to run the national school 
chaplaincy program, as well as investing in the Click 
Against Hate program to reduce religious, racial and 
cultural intolerance.

Additional reporting by Christina Zhou.

© ABC. Reproduced by permission of the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation – Library Sales.
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NINE TIPS TEACHERS CAN USE 
WHEN TALKING ABOUT RACISM
Here are some suggestions for teachers to help them discuss racism with 
their students. By Leticia Anderson, Kathomi Gatwiri, Lynette Riley and 
Marcelle Townsend-Cross

As Black Lives Matter protests rage across the 
world, many of us are motivated to learn more 
about racism, and talk to our students and 

children in ways that can facilitate change. Educ- 
ation is a powerful tool for creating change. So, it’s 
important teachers don’t shy away from difficult 
conversations in the classroom, even if they may feel 
daunting. Here are some things teachers can consider 
to help them discuss racism with their students.

1. Provide accurate, historical context
Understanding and coming to terms with past racist 
practices is essential to an anti-racist education. When 
historical oppression is denied, omitted or white- 
washed – as when Prime Minister Scott Morrison in- 
correctly claimed Australia didn’t have a history of 
slavery – it is difficult to explain how racism still 
affects black, Indigenous and people of colour today.

A teacher can take students to visit memorials and 
museums, or ask them to research place names. Do 
names in your local community, for example, hark 
back to racist practices? In some towns, “Boundary 
Road” recalls a line Indigenous Australians could not 
cross after curfew.

Teachers can encourage students to critically reflect 
on whose stories are celebrated in public memory, 

and brainstorm what would better represent the con- 
tributions and experiences of all members of the 
community.

2. Explain racism is not just done by ‘bad people’
Racism should be taught as a system of racial hierarchy 
that is sustained consciously and unconsciously by the 
idea that one group of people is superior. Because of 
this presumed superiority the ideas, books, voices and 
expertise of one group are seen as the “norm”.

Racial discrimination today is often referred to as 
“soft” or “new” racism, often expressed through covert 
microagressions.

Categorising racism as something only “bad” people 
do means the “good” ones are denied the opportunity 
to examine how their everyday thoughts and actions 
may be sustaining society’s racial hierarchy structure.

The below video of the blue-eyed/brown-eyed 
experiment (in which kids are told brown-eyed people 
are superior to blue-eyed people and vice versa), is a 
good way to show students how unconscious beh- 
aviours emerge and how quickly prejudice can form: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGvoXeXCoUY

3. Show the impacts of unintended harm
People commonly assume their good intentions bear 
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more weight than their unintended consequences. 
Just because someone did not intend to be racist, does 
not lessen the impact on the person experiencing it. 
You can use metaphors to illustrate this.

For example, if you accidentally pour hot coffee on 
someone, the natural response is not to say “why are 
you upset when it wasn’t my intention to pour a hot 
drink on you?”.

The more appropriate response is to acknowledge 
your mistake, apologise to the other person and move 
more carefully in future.

The insidiousness of “new” racism is that people 
who do not consider themselves racist might actually 
be perpetuating racism without being aware of it.

4. Encourage students to be brave 
in calling out racist behaviour
Being silent after observing racist behaviour is being 
complicit in racism. Teachers need to practise giving 
constructive feedback on racist speech and behav- 
iour, and support students in being resilient about 
taking on board anti-racist feedback.

Actively anti-racist teachers are quicker to notice 
and respond to racial micro-aggressions when they 
occur in the classroom, such as teaching students not 
to use racial nicknames or stereotypes.

5. Explain there are hierarchies within racism
Experiences of racism are magnified when different 
forms of discrimination combine to create a more int- 
ensified exclusionary experience for people, based on 
intersections between their multiple marginalised 
identities.

Experiences of racism for young black men, for 
example, may vary a lot from the experiences for young 
black women. Explain to students it is possible to exp- 
erience oppression in one identity category but be 
privileged in another.

6. Be aware of students’ racial trauma
Teachers sometimes strive to teach about racism, with- 
out considering that it is the lived experience of some 
of their students.

Racialised trauma is passed across generations, and 
can include indirect and direct experiences of inter-
personal and systemic racism. We need to support 
people who have been traumatised by racism, not just 
challenge those who instigate it.

Teachers should also be sensitive about the way anti-
racist teaching is delivered. If you are going to discuss 
sensitive topics, you can provide trigger warnings in 
advance to the class. This way students can prepare 
or raise concerns in advance. Be aware of who is in 
your class and avoid using potentially re-traumatis- 
ing images, examples or videos.

7. Model inclusive behaviour
Teachers should model anti-racist behaviour in their 
classroom. For example, they should not mock or say 
inappropriate things about other people’s cultural and 
racial backgrounds.

Teachers should encourage students to think of the 
various cultures as different and not superior to, or 
better than, others.

You can also model an understanding of relevant 
cultural protocols, including through Acknowledge-
ments of Country, or avoiding the use of names and 
images of Indigenous people who have passed away.

8. Ensure diversity in the curriculum
A consequence of colonialism has been the centring of 
white experiences and knowledge, and erasure of 
other ways of knowing and being.

Education is a powerful tool for creating 
change. So, it’s important teachers don’t 
shy away from difficult conversations in the 
classroom, even if they may feel daunting.

We can challenge the historic and continued silenc- 
ing of alternative voices by integrating diverse voices 
into our curriculum.

As a teacher, you can select readings, videos, and 
other classroom resources that are informed by diverse 
knowledge and experiences. You can use a racial Bechdel 
test to check the diversity of resources.

9. Focus on change, not blame or shame
Discomfort is often an essential part of any learning 
process, more so for sensitive topics. Anti-racist 
education should be compassionate and aim to move 
through discomfort to produce change, rather than 
instilling shame or blame.

Anti-racist and decolonial education is often just as 
much about unlearning, as it is about learning.

We may have to challenge ourselves to unlearn in- 
accurate history and stereotypes, question our own 
deeply ingrained thoughts and habits, and practise 
different ways of listening to, and working with, 
people from different backgrounds.
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HERE ARE THE PRACTICAL WAYS YOU 
CAN SUPPORT ABORIGINAL LIVES MATTER
Indigenous voices have pointed out the similarities 
of the death of George Floyd to Aboriginal death in 
custody cases, saying Australians need to turn their 
outrage at police brutality in the US to action in their 
own backyard. A Triple J Hack report by James Purtill

As protests over the police killing of unarmed black 
man George Floyd grow larger and spread from 
city to city, Indigenous voices have pointed out 

the similarities to Aboriginal death in custody cases, 
saying Australians need to turn their outrage at police 
brutality in the US to action in their own backyard.

On Sunday, the family of David Dungay, who died 
in custody, expressed solidarity with the family of 
George Floyd, who died after a police officer pinned 
him to the concrete by holding a knee to his neck for 
nearly nine minutes.

Mr Floyd repeatedly screamed that he couldn’t breath 
and pleaded for help before he lost consciousness. It 
was the latest in a series of deaths of black men and 
women at the hands of police in America stretching 
over decades.

Mr Dungay, who had diabetes and schizophrenia, 
said “I can’t breathe” 12 times before he died while being 
held face down by five prison guards at a NSW jail in 
2015. The five guards have not faced disciplinary action.

Mr Dungay’s nephew, Paul Francis-Silva, wrote this 
weekend:

“In both Australia and the United States, if you’re 
Black, the police and the justice system are going 
to target you.”

Others have pointed out that there have been 400 
Aboriginal deaths in custody since the 1991 Royal 
Commission into Aboriginal deaths in custody, and no 
police officers have been convicted over these deaths. 
Key recommendations into breaking the cycle of 
imprisonment have not been implemented. In the 
decades since the report, the rate of incarceration of 
Indigenous Australians has doubled.

Indigenous Australians are now more likely to be 
jailed than African Americans, an analysis of data in 
2019 showed.

Amy McQuire, a Darumbal and South Sea Islander 
woman from Rockhampton, wrote in a widely-shared 
blog post: “Australia is outraged at police brutality in 
the US, but apathetic to the lives of black people in 
their own country.”

If you want to help, here are some practical actions 
you can take:

1. DONATE
The families of two Indigenous men and one woman 
who died in police custody are raising money to cover 
the legal costs of their separate inquiries.
	• David Dungay 

www.facebook.com/justiceforjnr/
	• Kumanjayi Walker was shot by police three times in 

his home at Yuendumu in the Northern Territory 
in November 2019

	• Tanya Day, a Yorta Yorta woman, was removed from 
a train for public drunkenness and taken into police 
custody, where she sustained injuries. She ended 
the day unconscious in hospital and never woke up. 
www.facebook.com/Justicefortanyaday/

2. GET INVOLVED
Find a group that matches your values and join them. 
It could be anything from Amnesty International to a 
local collective action group.

You may be able to help or contribute to organis-
ations whose work focuses on police brutality and the 
mass incarceration of Indigenous Australians. Sisters 
Inside provides support for women and girls from 
marginalised communities who have been imprisoned 
and criminalised.

The National Justice Project tackles systemic injus-
tice and racism within government institutions and 
provides a targeted health-law service. The Northern 
Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency (NAAJA) and 
Aboriginal Legal Services do crucial legal work.
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3. EDUCATE YOURSELF
You may have seen the clip showing a white Australian 
reporter in the US telling a black man that Australians 
don’t have the same understanding of a “history of 
police killings and things” – forgetting the last couple 
centuries of colonial history and the ongoing work of 
many people to draw attention to police brutality.

Dr Chelsea Bond, a Munanjahli and South Sea 
Islander woman at the University of Queensland, 
says comments like this are frustrating but not sur- 
prising. Australian society, she says, is founded on 
the non-existence of Indigenous people.

“Australia is outraged at police brutality in 
the US, but apathetic to the lives of black 
people in their own country.”

“Blackfellas are always speaking about police brut- 
ality – why aren’t people listening? We’ve long been 
theorising on it and protesting it,” she said.

“What is it about people’s failure to see and hear and 
how is this connected to the idea of terra nullius – that 
we’re not even here? There is a relationship.”

Non-Indigenous Australians, she says, have an 
obligation to educate themselves and to think care- 
fully about their own culpability – how they benefit, 
as settlers, from police brutality toward Indigenous 
people.

Practical steps include following IndigenousX on 
Twitter and subscribing to Indigenous news media 
such as NITV.

For Reconciliation Week last week, Yorta Yorta 
woman Summer May Finlay, a researcher at the 
University of Wollongong, said non-Indigenous 
Australians should first educate themselves about 
how they benefit from Indigenous dispossession and 
inequality.

“They can actively start thinking about them- 
selves and what they do to contribute to ongoing dis- 
crimination or at least maintaining the very crappy 
status quo of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people,” she said.

She recommended learning about the Stolen Gen- 
eration through the testimonies and videos on the 
Healing Foundation website, reading Bruce Pascoe’s 
book Dark Emu, and watching the ABC TV program 
First Australians.

Shannan Dodson, a Yawuru woman, has also com- 
piled a list of books to read and organisations to 
support, either through donations or volunteering.

Dr Bond recommends Indigenous rappers Briggs 
and Birdz. In 2016’s Black Lives Matter Birdz sings about 
mainstream indifference to Indigenous deaths and the 
apparent disposability of black lives: “We say ‘Black 
Lives Matter” but shit, the fact that matter is, we just 
Black matter to them, this shit keep happening.”

© ABC. Reproduced by permission of the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation – Library Sales.
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LET’S TALK ABOUT RACISM
How does race shape our lives? What does racism look 
like? What can we do to address it? These are some of the 
questions highlighted in a guide to having conversations 
about racism, launched by the Australian Human Rights 
Commission to coincide with the premiere of ‘The Final 
Quarter’. A Pro Bono News report by Wendy Williams.

The documentary, which will screen on Channel 10 
on Thursday, explores the treatment of AFL star 
and former Australian of the Year Adam Goodes 

in the final three years of his playing career. The film, 
the first of two documentaries being released on Goodes 
over the coming months, has prompted the AFL Players 
Association’s Indigenous Advisory Board to urge every 
Australian to commit to watching The Final Quarter, 
and see the AFL issue an unreserved apology to Goodes.

Race Discrimination Commissioner Chin Tan said 
the film offered Australia an opportunity to have a 
tough, but much needed, conversation about racism.

“For many people, talking about racism can be 
difficult. Many of us feel like we don’t know how to 
start the conversation or we’re afraid to say the wrong 
thing,” Tan said.

Let’s talk race: A guide on how to conduct conversations 
about racism has been designed to complement the 
documentary and encourage organisations to con- 
duct meaningful and productive conversations about 
racism. It argues that a new approach is needed and 
makes the case for organisations to deal with racism in 
a proactive, rather than a reactive, way.

“This will make organisations more inclusive and 
resilient. It will have important social and cultural 
impacts outside of the organisation too,” it said.

Tan said he hoped the guide would help people nav- 
igate their way through meaningful and productive 
discussions, to not only identify racism, but to build 
strategies to change behaviours.

The guide is divided into three parts: information 
on cultural diversity in Australia; detailed guidance 
on how to conduct a conversation about racism in 
your organisation; and a guide on how to keep the 
conversation on track. It also covers key questions about 
how to approach the conversation as well as who should 
attend, who should facilitate, the time allowed, the 
materials needed and ground rules that need to be set.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice 
Commissioner June Oscar AO said Australians needed 
to find the courage to have the honest conversations 
and to agree, how as individuals, they will not tolerate 
racism and discrimination.

“We are diminished as a country if we can’t look at 
The Final Quarter documentary with a sense of sad-
ness and regret and commit to moving forward with 
a sense of determination about eliminating racism,” 
Oscar said.

She described The Final Quarter, which uses only 
archival footage aired at the time, as powerful and con- 
fronting, and said it showed how deeply racism could 
hurt.

“The film holds a mirror to Australia and highlights 
the painful consequences of racism. It also challenges 
us to work harder to combat it,” Oscar said.

“As a country, we need to talk about what happened 
to Adam Goodes, one of the country’s greatest sport- 
ing heroes. We also need to talk about the fact that 
there are many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people who wake up each day and continue to exper-
ience racism in this country.”

Director Ian Darling said as a nation, Australia still 
hadn’t finished the conversation about racism that 
Goodes asked it to have.

He said his aim with this film was the same as that 
expressed by Goodes’ in his Australian of the Year 
acceptance speech: “The real reward is when everyone 
is talking to their mates, to their families and to their 
children, having those conversations and educating 
others about racism. What it looks like, how hurtful 
and how pointless it is, and how we can eliminate it.”

Let’s talk race: A guide on how to conduct conversations about 
racism forms part of the Australian Human Rights Commission’s 
Racism. It Stops with Me campaign: https://itstopswithme.
humanrights.gov.au/documentary/let-s-talk-race-guide

Wendy Williams is a journalist specialising in the 
not-for-profit sector and broader social economy. 
She has been the editor of Pro Bono News since 2018.

First published by Pro Bono News.
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Sports can show Australia’s better face
From the AFL’s Indigenous round to taking the knee, sportspeople can help us 
strive to be our best – and show the better face of Australia to the world. 
By Melissa Conley Tyler and Caitlin Ryan, University of Melbourne

The AFL has concluded its Sir Doug Nicholls 
Indigenous round which recognises and celeb- 
rates Australia’s Indigenous players and cult- 

ure – a significant event on the sporting calendar that 
sends a clear message. So, why does symbolism in 
sport matter?

Sports stars act as a face of Australia both to our- 
selves and to the world – they can show the best 
of our country, as well as the worst. In Asia, there 
are various stereotypes of Australia: we’re selfish, 
subservient to great powers, rich only due to dumb 
luck, transactional and – most damaging – that we’re 
racist and hypocritical.

While these stereotypes differ by country, when 
working with Asian colleagues, you assume that they 
may hold at least some of these views. Examples from 
sport can be a great counter to these perceptions.

Challenging stereotypes
It’s hard, for example, to believe that Australians 
are all selfish when you look at retired Rugby Union 
player David Pocock’s advocacy for environmental 
and human rights. He has joined local farmers in 
chaining himself to machinery at a coal mine and 
threatening his professional rugby career. He called 
out an opposition player for using a homophobic slur 
in a match and stared down the backlash while he 
and his wife supported equality by refusing to marry 
until same-sex marriage was legal.

Countering the perception that Australians 
too easily tolerate racism, sports stars 
can help Australia recognise examples of 
racism and teach it to lift its game.

Equally, former Socceroo Craig Foster’s work to free 
a detained footballer – despite powerful opposition 
– can also help demonstrate that Australians are not 
always subservient. Hakeem al-Araibi was living as a 
refugee in Australia when he was detained while on 
holiday in Thailand after Bahrain issued an extra- 
dition request. Foster campaigned tirelessly for al- 
Araibi’s release, using his public profile to pressure 
government and international football officials.

He has frankly discussed the personal cost of his 
actions, telling one newspaper “as an ex-player, any 
opportunity to sit on any board or any committee 
with FIFA for the rest of my life, that’s gone.”

The stereotype that Australia rides on luck, rather 
than effort, is disproved by the Australian Olympic 
Team’s performance from 1996 to 2008. Our country’s 
team overperformed, relative to our population size, 
peaking at fourth place on the medal tally at the 

Sydney 2000 and Athens 2004 Games.
This success is credited to a world-leading strat-

egic funding approach that centralised sports at the 
Australian Institute of Sport where resources and 
research could be shared. The relatively poor per- 
formance at the London 2012 and Rio 2016 Games fell 
under a new strategy which shows us that outsized 
success came not from dumb luck, but from careful 
planning.

If we look at the stereotype that Australians are 
transactional and don’t invest in relationships – this 
can be countered by the long-term support of the 
Paralympics, with the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation investing from the 1970s through to the 
first formal coverage in 1992.

According to the International Paralympic Com- 
mittee’s, Duane Kale, the awareness built by the ABC’s 
coverage has wider positive effects on society – flowing 
into business, economics and wellbeing. Kale says 
that: “Para-sport normalises disability and impairment 
within society.”

But can sports help one of the most damaging per- 
ceptions, that Australians are racist and hypocritical?

Calling out racism
Countering the perception that Australians too easily 
tolerate racism, sports stars can help Australia recog- 
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nise examples of racism and teach it to lift its game. At 
times, that impetus for change only comes as a result 
of challenging offensive behaviour.

Top Australia basketballer, Liz Cambage, has spoken 
out against racism. This included calling out an Opals 
teammate who wore ‘blackface’ to a party when dress- 
ing up as rapper Kanye West. After the basketballer 
posted an apology, Liz Cambage said the incident 
presented an opportunity for her to help Basketball 
Australia to educate its players.

Cambage aims to be someone that diverse young 
people can look up to, telling Nine’s Wide World of 
Sports: “I was so lucky to be raised here and I’m lucky 
that I am Australian and I’m so proud of being black 
and Australian and that there’s myself for young POC 
(people of colour) girls and boys to look up to today.”

Recognising the entrenched problems of racism – 
through actions like the NRL and other sports taking 
the knee to support the Black Lives Matter movement 
– tells us that many Australians are at least facing up 
to our nation’s problems, rather than being moralistic 
and hypocritical towards others.

One example of this is the complex and painful 
conversation about the treatment of Indigenous 
AFL player, Adam Goodes, by both fans and media 
commentators.

In 2015, the Australian Football League (AFL) was 
slow to protect Goodes from the ongoing racial abuse, 
which ultimately led to his early retirement from 
football. Four years on, in 2019, the AFL and all clubs 
apologised to Goodes for their failure to protect him, 

admitting that the game did not do enough to stand 
with him.

Some lessons appear to have been learned, with 
the AFL demonstrating strong support for young 
player Elijah Taylor in the face of racial abuse, taking 
a zero tolerance approach to fans’ villification on 
social media and apologising for historic racism and 
disrespect.

According to AFL CEO Gillon McLachlan, “we need 
to continue to do everything we can to oppose racism 
wherever and whenever it occurs.”

While there is a long way to go, the ability to reflect 
and acknowledge the continuing harm of racism sends 
a strong message to other countries – that Australians 
can own up to our own faults and have difficult con- 
versations about our history.

Like all countries, Australia doesn’t always live up 
to its ideals. But our sportspeople can help us strive 
to be our best – and show the better face of Australia 
to the world. 

Melissa Conley Tyler is Research Fellow, Asia Institute, 
University of Melbourne.

Caitlin Ryan is Master of International Relations; 
Intern, Asialink, University of Melbourne.
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AS RESPONSIBLE DIGITAL CITIZENS, HERE’S 
HOW WE CAN ALL REDUCE RACISM ONLINE
No matter how innocent you think it is, what you type into search engines 
can shape how the internet behaves, writes Ariadna Matamoros-Fernández

Have you ever considered that what you type into 
Google, or the ironic memes you laugh at on 
Facebook, might be building a more dangerous 

online environment?
Regulation of online spaces is starting to gather 

momentum, with governments, consumer groups, and 
even digital companies themselves calling for more 
control over what is posted and shared online. Yet we 
often fail to recognise the role that you, me and all of 
us as ordinary citizens play in shaping the digital world.

The privilege of being online comes with rights 
and responsibilities, and we need to actively ask what 
kind of digital citizenship we want to encourage in 
Australia and beyond.

BEYOND THE KNEE-JERK
The Christchurch terror attack prompted policy change 
by governments in both New Zealand and Australia. 
Australia recently passed a new law that will enforce 
penalties for social media platforms if they don’t 
remove violent content after it becomes available 
online.

Platforms may well be lagging behind in their con- 
tent moderation responsibilities, and still need to 
do better in this regard. But this kind of “kneejerk” 
policy response won’t solve the spread of problem- 
atic content on social media.

Addressing hate online requires coordinated efforts. 
Platforms must improve the enforcement of their rules 
(not just announce tougher measures) to guarantee 
users’ safety. They may also reconsider a serious rede-
sign, because the way they currently organise, select, 
and recommend information often amplifies systemic 
problems in society like racism.

DISCRIMINATION IS ENTRENCHED
Of course, biased beliefs and content don’t just live 
online. In Australia, racial discrimination has been 
perpetuated in public policy, and the country has an 
unreconciled history of Indigenous dispossession and 
oppression.

Today, Australia’s political mainstream is still lenient 
with bigots, and the media often contributes to fear-
mongering about immigration. However, we can all 
play a part in reducing harm online.

There are three aspects we might reconsider when 
interacting online so as to deny oxygen to racist 
ideologies:
	• A better understanding of how platforms work
	• The development of empathy to identify differences 

in interpretation when engaging with media (rather 

than focusing on intent)
	• Working towards a more productive anti-racism 

online.

ONLINE LURKERS AND 
THE AMPLIFICATION OF HARM
White supremacists and other reactionary pundits 
seek attention on mainstream and social media. New 
Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern refused to 
name the Christchurch gunman to prevent fuelling 
his desired notoriety, and so did some media outlets.

The rest of us might draw comfort from not having 
contributed to amplifying the Christchurch attacker’s 
desired fame. It’s likely we didn’t watch his video or 
read his manifesto, let alone upload or share this 
content on social media.

But what about apparently less harmful practices, 
such as searching on Google and social media sites 
for keywords related to the gunman’s manifesto or 
his live video?

It’s not the intent behind these practices that should 
be the focus of this debate, but the consequences of 

As digital citizens we can work together to deny 
attention to those that seek to discriminate and 
inflict harm online. We can also learn how our 
everyday interactions might have unintended 
consequences and actually amplify hate.
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it. Our everyday interactions on platforms influence 
search autocomplete algorithms and the hierarchical 
organisation and recommendation of information.

In the Christchurch tragedy, even if we didn’t share 
or upload the manifesto or the video, the zeal to access 
this information drove traffic to problematic content 
and amplified harm for the Muslim community.

NORMALISATION OF HATE THROUGH 
SEEMINGLY LIGHTHEARTED HUMOUR
Reactionary groups know how to capitalise on memes 
and other jokey content that degrades and dehuman-
ises. By using irony to deny the racism in these jokes, 
these far-right groups connect and immerse new 
members in an online culture that deliberately uses 
memetic media to have fun at the expense of others.

The Christchurch terrorist attack showed this con- 
nection between online irony and the radicalisation of 
white men.

However, humour, irony and play – which are pro- 
tected on platform policies – serve to cloak racism in 
more mundane and everyday contexts.

Just as everyday racism shares discourses and voc- 
abularies with white supremacy, lighthearted racist 
and sexist jokes are as harmful as online fascist irony.

Humour and satire should not be hiding places for 
ignorance and bigotry. As digital citizens we should 
be more careful about what kind of jokes we engage 
with and laugh at on social media.

What’s harmful and what’s a joke might not be 
apparent when interpreting content from a limited 
worldview. The development of empathy to others’ 
interpretations of the same content is a useful skill to 
minimise the amplification of racist ideologies online.

As scholar Danah Boyd argues:
The goal is to understand the multiple ways of making 
sense of the world and use that to interpret media.

EFFECTIVE ANTI-RACISM ON SOCIAL MEDIA
A common practice in challenging racism on social 
media is to publicly call it out, and show support for 
those who are victims of it. But critics of social media’s 
callout culture and solidarity sustain that these 
tactics often do not work as an effective anti-racism 
tool, as they are performative rather than having an 
advocacy effect.

An alternative is to channel outrage into more pro- 
ductive forms of anti-racism. For example, you can 
report hateful online content either individually or 
through organisations that are already working on 
these issues, such as The Online Hate Prevention 
Institute and the Islamophobia Register Australia.

Most major social media platforms struggle to 
understand how hate articulates in non-US contexts. 
Reporting content can help platforms understand 
culturally specific coded words, expressions, and jokes 
(most of which are mediated through visual media) 
that moderators might not understand and algor- 
ithms can’t identify.

As digital citizens we can work together to deny 
attention to those that seek to discriminate and inflict 
harm online. We can also learn how our everyday 
interactions might have unintended consequences 
and actually amplify hate.

However, these ideas do not diminish the respon-
sibility of platforms to protect users, nor do they 
negate the role of governments to find effective ways 
to regulate platforms in collaboration and consult- 
ation with civil society and industry.
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Exploring issues – worksheets and activities

EXPLORING  
ISSUES

WORKSHEETS AND ACTIVITIES

The Exploring Issues section comprises a range of ready-to-use worksheets 
featuring activities which relate to facts and views raised in this book.

The exercises presented in these worksheets are suitable for use by students 
at middle secondary school level and beyond. Some of the activities may be 
explored either individually or as a group.

As the information in this book is compiled from a number of different sources, 
readers are prompted to consider the origin of the text and to critically evaluate 
the questions presented.

Is the information cited from a primary or secondary source? Are you being 
presented with facts or opinions?

Is there any evidence of a particular bias or agenda? What are your own views 
after having explored the issues?

CONTENTS
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Brainstorm, individually or as a group, to find out what you know about responding to racism.

1. What is ‘racism’, and how can it impact communities?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What is ‘systemic racism’, and what are some examples?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Explain, with examples, what is meant by the term ‘good ally’ in relation to racism.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What is ‘hate speech’, and what effects can it have on groups or individuals? Offer some examples.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BRAINSTORM
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Complete the following activities on a separate sheet of paper if more space is required.

Consider the situations below, and in the space provided write a few paragraphs expressing your thoughts 
in relation to racism. In your answers address the following: what form(s) of racism were at play; who 
could have been impacted and how; was the response adequate; and what do you feel needs to 
change to overcome similar incidents in the future? Provide examples in your answers.

Top Australian basketballer, Liz Cambage, has spoken out against racism. This included calling out an 
Opals teammate who wore ‘blackface’ to a party when dressing up as rapper Kanye West. After the 
basketballer posted an apology, Liz Cambage said the incident presented an opportunity for her 
to help Basketball Australia to educate its players.

Tyler, MC, and Ryan, C, Sports can show Australia’s better face.
 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2019 Christchurch mosque terror attack, and the gunman’s use of social media prompted policy 
change by governments in both New Zealand and Australia. Australia recently passed a new law that 
will enforce penalties for social media platforms if they don’t remove violent content after it becomes 
available online. New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern also refused to name the Christchurch 
gunman to prevent fuelling his desired notoriety, and so did some media outlets.

Matamoros-Fernández, A, As responsible digital citizens, here’s how we can all reduce racism online.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Playing cricket earlier this year, Anthony was standing at the crease waiting for a bowl when he heard a 
member of the opposite team repeatedly call out “coronavirus”. “I was trying to concentrate and so I thought 
it would be better to just ignore him,” Anthony, who is of mixed Chinese and English heritage, told the ABC. 
“At no time did any of his teammates pull him up, nor did the captain of my own team say anything.”

Walden, M, More than eight in 10 Asian Australians report discrimination during coronavirus pandemic.
 

 

 

 

 

 

WRITTEN ACTIVITIES
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Complete the following multiple choice questionnaire by circling or matching your preferred responses.
The answers are at the end of this page.

1. In what year was Australia’s Racial Discrimination Act enacted?

a. 1958
b. 1965
c. 1975
d. 1995
e. 2008
f. Australia does not have a Racial Discrimination Act.

2. In 2016, approximately how many languages were identified as being spoken in Australian homes?

a. 3
b. 13
c. 30
d. 130
e. 230
f. 300+

3. Which of the following could be examples of casual racism? Select any that apply.

a. Avoiding people of a certain race
b. Making jokes that highlight cultural differences
c. Learning a new language
d. Racial stereotyping
e. Denying racism exists
f. Bystander intervention

4. Match the following terms with their correct definition.

a. Systemic racism 1. When people respond with anger and denials of racism as attention is drawn 
to their racial privilege, or the assumptions and structures that prop up racist 
beliefs are challenged.

b. White fragility 2. When the policies and practices of institutions result in unfair treatment of some 
groups compared to others. It does not necessarily target a particular person.

c. Unconscious bias 3. Any act or idea that treats some people as less than human. 

d. Alt-right 4. The belief that the white race is superior to all others, and that white 
people should rule over others and dominate.

e. Casual racism 5. Conduct involving negative stereotypes or prejudices about people on the basis 
of race, colour or ethnicity that often goes unnoticed in everyday interactions.

f. White supremacy 6. A broad internet-based movement comprising people with a range of conservative 
views. It comes from a rejection of mainstream right wing politics.

g. Dehumanisation 7. An attitude towards a person, or a group of people, which a person may not 
even be aware of. It can be a favourable or an unfavourable attitude.

MULTIPLE CHOICE

1 = c ; 2 = f ; 3 = a, b, d, e ; 4 – a = 2, b = 1, c = 7, d = 6, e = 5, f = 4, g = 3.

MULTIPLE CHOICE ANSWERS
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	h In 2016, there were over 300 separately identified 
languages spoken in Australian homes. More than one-
fifth of Australians spoke a language other than English 
at home (ABS, Cultural diversity in Australia). (p.1)

	h In 2016, 49% of Australians had either been born 
overseas or one or both parents had been born 
overseas (ibid). (p.2)

	h Black people, Indigenous people, people of colour, 
Muslims and Jews regularly report being lectured to on 
racism – and what constitutes racism – by people who 
have never experienced it (Lentin, A, Why racism is so 
hard to define and even harder to understand). (p.3)

	h Ideas of inherent racial difference between human 
beings took shape during the Spanish inquisition when 
the notion of limpieza de sangre (purity of blood) was 
used to justify the mass expulsion or forced conversion 
of Jews and Muslims to Catholicism (ibid). (p.4)

	h Ideas of race gave rise to racist ideologies, such as 
the idea that Europe is the pinnacle of progress 
and civilisation. This legitimated the invasion and 
domination of the majority of the world’s peoples, 
the enslavement of Africans, the theft of land, the 
assimilation and appropriation of Indigenous cultures 
and the erasure of local knowledges (ibid). (p.4)

	h Racism takes many forms and can happen in many 
places. It means treating someone poorly because of 
their skin colour, ethnicity or where they come from 
(AHRC, Learn about racism). (p.5)

	h Cyber-racism has contributed to the growth of racist 
attitudes, and people spreading racist messages often 
do so on the internet with the benefit of anonymity 
(ibid). (p.5)

	h Surveys show that approximately 20% of Australians 
experience racism, and about 5% have been physically 
attacked because of their race (ibid). (p.5)

	h When applying for a job, names can influence employ-
ment opportunities. A 2011 report on a university field 
experiment found that job candidates were more likely 
to get an interview when they anglicised their names 
(ibid). (p.6)

	h In Australia, Indigenous people make up 2% of the total 
population, but 28% of the adult prison population 
(ibid). (p.6)

	h Historically, hate speech has fuelled violent conflicts, 
civil wars, violent extremism and even genocide. Hate 
speech poses an important human rights problem and 
is prohibited by international law (NSW Department 
of Education, What is hate speech?). (p.9)

	h 37% of Australian Muslims are born here, and the rest 
come from 183 different countries (Colic-Peisker, V, 
and Flitney, A, Non-Muslims who live close to Muslims 
are less likely to be Islamophobic, study shows). (p.13)

	h People who identified as Christian were more Islamo-
phobic than those with no religion and those of other 
(non-Islamic) religions (ibid). (p.14)

	h Graffiti is seen by some as one way to measure the 
temperature of anti-semitism, through the amount and 

the words and images used (Nathan, J, Antisemitism in 
Australia, and how to counter it). (p.16)

	h A study found that 31% of Australians have anti-
Muslim attitudes (All Together Now, The spectrum of 
white supremacy in Australia). (p.18)

	h An ANU survey of more than 3,000 people found 84.5% 
of Asian Australians reported at least one instance of 
discrimination between January and October 2020 
(Walden, M, ‘More than eight in 10 Asian Australians 
report discrimination during coronavirus pandemic’). (p.20)

	h In 2019, 1 in 3 NSW and Victorian school children 
reported being on the receiving end of racial 
discrimination from other kids (Carland, S, We know 
racism and recessions go together. Australia must prepare 
to stop a racism spike here). (p.22)

	h ANU researchers say 75% of Australians they tested 
hold a negative implicit or unconscious bias against 
Indigenous Australians (ANU, Three in four people hold 
negative view of Indigenous people). (p.24)

	h Researchers found almost all ethnicities on average 
displayed bias against Indigenous Australians but 
people who identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islander were statistically unbiased toward either 
group (ibid). (p.24)

	h Employers have a legal responsibility to take all 
reasonable steps to prevent racial discrimination and 
should have policies and programs in place to prevent 
racial discrimination in the workplace (AHRC, Know 
your rights: racial discrimination and vilification). (p.30)

	h A good ally to people who experience racism is 
someone who actively recognises and addresses racial 
inequality around them – whether it’s at school or 
in their workplace, in their community or online, or 
among family and friends (AHRC, Be a good ally). (p.39)

	h For racist attacks that take place online, the eSafety 
Commissioner has a reporting scheme for young 
people who have been targeted by cyberbullying 
(Handley, E, ‘When children are targets of racism, 
what can schools do to combat coronavirus-fuelled 
bullying?’). (p.43)

	h Racialised trauma is passed across generations, 
and can include indirect and direct experiences of 
interpersonal and systemic racism (Anderson, L, 
Gatwiri, K, Riley, L, and Townsend-Cross, M, Nine tips 
teachers can use when talking about racism). (p.45)

	h There have been 400 Aboriginal deaths in custody since 
the 1991 Royal Commission into Aboriginal deaths in 
custody, and no police officers have been convicted over 
these deaths (Purtill, J, ‘Here are the practical ways you 
can support Aboriginal Lives Matter’). (p.46)

	h In 2015, the AFL was slow to protect Adam Goodes 
from the ongoing racial abuse, which ultimately led 
to his early retirement from football. Four years on, 
the AFL and all clubs apologised to Goodes for their 
failure to protect him, admitting that the game did not 
do enough to stand with him (Tyler, MC, and Ryan, C, 
Sports can show Australia’s better face). (p.50)

FAST FACTS
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Casual racism
Refers to conduct involving negative stereotypes or 
prejudices about people on the basis of race, colour or 
ethnicity. Examples include jokes, off-handed comments, 
and exclusion of people from social situations on the 
basis of race. Casual racism concerns not so much a 
belief in the superiority of races but negative prejudice or 
stereotypes concerning race. Casual racism is not often 
intended to cause offence or harm.

Cyber racism
Use of the internet to transmit racist attitudes and 
behaviour via websites, images, blogs, videos and online 
comments as well as racist comments, images or language 
in text messages, emails or on social networking sites.

Direct (overt) racial discrimination
Occurs when one person or group of people receive less 
favourable treatment than another person or group in 
the same position would have received on the grounds of 
their race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin.

Ethnocentrism
Tendency to judge all other cultures by the norms and 
standards of one’s own culture.

Everyday racism
Reinforces negative stereotypes or prejudices about 
people based on their race, colour or ethnicity. It is often 
expressed through off-hand jokes or comments.

Indirect (covert) racial discrimination
Includes practices or policies that appear to be ‘neutral’ 
or ‘fair’ because they treat everyone in the same way but 
adversely affect a higher proportion of people of one 
racial, national or ethnic group. It can occur even when 
there is no intention to discriminate.

Individual racism
Expression of racist attitudes or behaviours by individuals.

Institutional racism
Occurs when organisations, institutions or governments 
discriminate, either deliberately or indirectly, against 
certain groups of people to limit their rights.

Islamophobia
Negative attitudes or emotions generally directed 
at Islam or Muslims.

Prejudice
A body of unfounded opinions or attitudes relating 
to an individual or group that represent them in an 
unfavourable light.

Race
The term ‘race’ is an artificial construct used to classify 
people on the basis of supposed physical and cultural 
similarities deriving from their common descent. 

Racial discrimination
Extension of racist thoughts or feelings; discrimination (i.e. 
a behaviour or practice) based on a person’s skin colour, 
cultural heritage or nationality which stops the victim from 

participating fully in public life. It can take many forms, 
e.g. exclusion from employment, educational or housing 
opportunities. Racial discrimination is illegal in Australia.

Racial harassment
Behaviour that offends, humiliates or intimidates and that 
targets a person or group because of their race.

Racial hatred (or vilification)
A public act based on the race, colour, national or ethnic 
origin of a person or group of people which is likely to 
offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate. It can include 
racist graffiti, speeches, posters or abuse in public.

Racial profiling
The disproportionate and unreasonable use of police 
powers against racial minorities and Indigenous people.

Racism
A combination of attitudes, beliefs and behaviours. It 
includes prejudice, discrimination or hatred directed 
at someone because of their colour, ethnicity, cultural 
background or practices (including religion), or 
national origin.

Reconciliation
Approach of building a new relationship between Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Australians and the wider 
community which heals the pain of the past and ensures 
we all share fairly and equally in our national citizenship.

Stereotyping
A generalised set of traits and characteristics attributed to 
a specific ethnic, national, cultural or racial group which 
gives rise to false expectations that individual members of 
the group will conform to these traits.

Structural racism
Refers to inequalities found in societies that tend to exclude 
some groups of people. For example, when certain groups 
are under-represented in fields like the media, the legal 
profession, or politics, it can lead to inequalities in 
other areas too.

Systemic racism
Occurs when the policies and practices of institutions 
result in unfair treatment of some groups compared to 
others. It appears in two main ways: institutional and 
structural.

Unconscious bias
The learned stereotypes about certain groups of people 
that are formed outside of conscious awareness. They are 
automatic, unintentional, deeply engrained in our beliefs, 
universal and have the ability to affect our behaviour. 

White privilege
An institutional (rather than personal) set of benefits 
granted to those of us who, by race, resemble the people 
who dominate the powerful positions in our institutions.

Xenophobia
Hatred or fear of foreigners or strangers or of their 
politics or culture.

GLOSSARY
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